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Let me tell you how it will be
There's one for you, nineteen for me
Cos I'm the taxman, yeah, I'm the taxman

Should five per cent appear too small
Be thankful I don't take it all
Cos I'm the taxman, yeah I'm the taxman

The Beatles, Song, Taxman

1. Introduction

Withholding taxes come in all sorts of varieties and emerge in all kinds of
places. In some respects, they are as ubiquitous as taxes themselves. They pop
up when we cross borders carrying goods (unless we are in the dangerous and
precarious game of smuggling goods). They emerge when we receive payments
for goods and services. They appear on many payment receipts and invoices that
we do not even normally suspect carry withholding taxes. The most prominent
among these withholding taxes is the value-added tax (VAT). Indeed, most of
the taxes that go under the generic name of "indirect taxes" are in substance
withholding taxes in so long as those who collect these taxes include the taxes
in the prices of the goods and services they supply to consumers. In the modem
times, there is really no place too sacred not to have been haunted and
insinuated by withholding taxation.

While withholding has such a ubiquitous presence in daily transactions, the
withholding taxation most of us [by "us" I am referring to employees and
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employers) remember is the withholding of income taxation from wages and
salaries. Withholding of income tax on wages and salaries of employees is said
to have "done more to increase the tax collecting power of central governments
than any other one tax measure of any time in history." 1 It has spawned many a
progeny of its own in many areas of taxation, but it remains the most
conspicuous and most reliable form of tax collection throughout the world.

The withholding tax on employee income (sometimes referred to us the Pay-As-
You-Earn (PAYE), or Pay-As-You-Go (PAYG) in some tax systems) is also
one of the most productive sources of tax revenues for many governments and
as result the most popular among governments. In the United States, a 2009 data
showed that employers collected about 56 percent of the gross revenue collected
by the IRS (1.28 trillion out of the total 2.3 trillion). 2 The PAYE constitutes
more than 75% of the total tax revenue in developed countries and more than
90% in some developing countries.3 In many tax systems, withholding income
tax on wages and salaries is "the mainstay of effective personal income
taxation."

4

Lured by the productivity and simplicity of withholding taxes, many income tax
systems have instituted withholding taxation schemes for multiple sources of
income besides that of income from employment.5 Many income tax systems
require withholding taxation at varying rates for sources of income as diverse as
"dividends," "interest," "royalties" and other sundry sources of income.6 The

number of sources of income subject to withholding taxation varies from one

I MacGregor (1956) quoted in John Tiley, Revenue Law (5t h edition, 2005), Hart Publishing, p.
226

2 Daniel J. Pilla, "Ten Principles of Federal Tax Policy," Legislative Principles Series, No. 9, the
Heartland Institute, p. 8 available on
http://heartland.org/sites/all/modules/customs/heartland migration/files/pdfs accessed on
August 05, 2012
3 See Victor Thuronyi, Comparative Tax Law (2003), Kluwer Law International, p. 254
4 Richard M. Bird, Tax Policy and Economic Development (1992), The John Hopkins
University Press, p. 103
5 See Victor Thuronyi, supra note 3, p. 246
6 See Perla Gyongyi Vegh (ed.), OECD Model Tax Convention on Income and on Capital and
Key Tax Features of Member Countries(2005), IBFD Tax Travel Companion, pp. 389-390, 401,
406, 415, 426, 431-432, 447, 456, 460-461



country to another, although there are now substantial similarities in the patterns

of withholding tax systems throughout the world.

Withholding taxes in general, and the PAYE in particular, are generally popular

with tax administrations throughout the world because they are extremely easy

to administer, very productive and less susceptible to controversies with

taxpayers. On the whole, withholding tax schemes are less susceptible to

controversies than their self-assessment counterparts because they obviate the

need for direct contact (and thus confrontation) between the taxpayers and tax

administration. The withholding tax schemes have also been so thoroughly

formalized through the years reducing the grounds for controversy by a

considerable margin.

The trouble with withholding taxes is that they can be so seductive to tax

administrations as to proliferate in various places and guises. Sometimes, the

multiple withholding schemes are not well-coordinated and harmonized creating

conflicts of judgment over which withholding rate applies in a specific situation.

The withholding tax rules may also be ill-designed, defective or so riddled with

ambiguities and loopholes that they can become a source of controversies as any

other method of collection or even worse. The sources of controversies can be

many, but the common controversies surrounding withholding taxation arise

from multiplicity of withholding tax rates and the discriminatory or privileged

treatment of some sources of income over other sources of income.

The Ethiopian withholding tax system (if such a thing can be said to exist) has

entertained more than its fair share of controversies. In view of the frequency

and regularity with which these controversies arise in a number of institutions,

however, it may come as a surprise that few cases directly addressing the issue

of withholding taxation on employment income have ever made it to courts.

Those who are accustomed to view legal controversies from the narrow chink of

court cases might thus be misled to conclude that all is quiet on withholding

taxation front. Nothing can be farther from the truth. Controversies on

withholding taxation are as common as any tax issues in Ethiopia.

The reason why legal controversies regarding withholding taxation in the

context of employment rarely make it to courts is due to the peculiarity of tax

dispute settlement schemes in Ethiopia. The tax dispute settlement schemes in



Ethiopian tax laws are designed to entertain only tax cases that have their origin

in tax assessments by the tax authorities. Since withholding taxation schemes by

definition obviate the need for tax assessment by the tax authorities, those

taxpayers whose income is subject to withholding taxation are rarely able to

directly challenge the assessments by the tax authorities unless the withholding

taxation is itself part of tax assessment at some later time.7

The aim of this article is to investigate the nature of these controversies, analyze

the relevant laws, highlight some of the major legal and practical problems in

this regard, and propose some solutions, if possible, to overcome, or at least

appreciate the depth and breadth of the problems of withholding taxation in

Ethiopia. Since we know that legal controversies surrounding withholding

taxation in the context of employment are abundant in Ethiopian tax practice,

we must look beyond court cases to understand the nature of these

controversies.

In analyzing the laws, the article goes beyond the usual suspects of what are

known as "laws" and examines the various directives, circulars, memos and

letters in place to highlight and diagnose the problems of withholding taxation

in Ethiopia with particular reference to those subject to withholding taxation in

the context of employment. The legal status of these other "subsidiary" rules has

been considered moot in the Ethiopian tax system, but there is little question

that these "subsidiary" rules and laws are binding sources of tax administration

behavior and, aside from the subtleties of what is to be considered "law" in the

proper or formal sense of the term, these subsidiary rules have controlled the

behavior of all the parties to the dispute: the tax authorities, withholding agents

and taxpayers (e.g., employees).

The article also surveys the practice of withholding taxation in selected higher

education institutions of Ethiopia to highlight the discrepant practices of

withholding taxation in even among similar institutions - in this case

institutions of higher education. The selected higher education institutions are

7 The existing tax dispute settlement schemes in Ethiopia could be creatively deployed to
accommodate withholding taxation (by interpreting withholding as a form of tax assessment),
but the fact that in practice, those whose income is subject to withholding have rarely done so
only confirms that those creative ways of interpreting the laws never materialized in Ethiopia.



not, of course, representative of the practice of withholding taxation throughout
the country, but in a way these institutions are a microcosm of the subjective
and haphazard ways withholding decisions are made in various institutions of
Ethiopia. One discrepancy in withholding taxation is one too many (and not
just an anomaly) and is as much a violation of the law (if the law can be known
with any certainty) as thousands of discrepancies.9 The point of the article is not
to make some statistically fool-proof argument about discrepant practices in
withholding taxation but to draw attention to the legal and institutional gaps that
have made such practices possible on the ground.

The article is organized as follows. First, the article will review the various
forms and types of withholding taxation in general, including the famous PAYE
system in the context of employment. Secondly, the article will analyze one of
the fundamental concepts in the application of withholding taxation - that of
employment, and will review the various laws of Ethiopian tax system for
distinguishing the concept of "employment" from that of related services, such
as "self-employment" or "independent contract services." °10 One of the
payments that frequently gives rise to controversies in the context of higher
education institutions is the payment for the writing of modules and other
academic materials by full-time and part-time lecturers in the universities and
colleges. The article will review the shifting opinions of withholding agents and
the tax authorities on the characterization of these kinds of payments to draw
attention to the uncertainties surrounding certain payments for performance of
services in the context of employment.

The article will then present the results of preliminary surveys done on three
higher education institutions of Ethiopia and will compare the practices with the
laws in this regard. The surveys are the result of interviews conducted with
decision-makers (finance officers) of the respective higher education
institutions, and the results of the surveys have been supplemented by the

' See Muuz Abraha, Income Tax Withholding in Higher Education Institution in Mekelle City,
Mekelle College of Law and Governance Studies, Graduate Program in Taxation and
Investment, 2011, unpublished
9 Courts make decisions on the basis of the facts of each case and ask questions of whether the
facts show violation of the rules of withholding, not whether many other cases of violation exist.
10 The expressions "independent contract services" and "self-employment," "independent
contractor" or simply "contractor" are used interchangeably in this article.



"Letters" on the basis of which the finance officers claim to be making

withholding decisions. After reviewing the controversies surrounding

withholding taxation both from the vantage point of the laws and the practice,

the article will make some "modest" as well as "not-so-modest" proposals to

overcome some of the recurrent problems faced in connection with withholding

taxation in Ethiopia. The article will end with some concluding remarks.

2. Why Withholding Matters under the Schedular Income Tax System

of Ethiopia

The controversies over the proper withholding income tax rate and schedule

arise in the Ethiopian context because the tax rates and burdens vary

considerably under the different schedules of Ethiopian income tax system. To

start from the obvious, the withholding tax rates in cases where an employer

decides that it is income from employment are progressive, whose rates rise as

the income received in itself or aggregated with other income from employment

rises. The withholding tax rates in cases where an employer decides that the

income is income from business (by a contractor) are flat: 2% if the contractor

is able to furnish a TIN or 30% if the contractor is unable to do so. These are the

two frequently warring withholding rates, but as shall be seen below, some

employers have characterized certain forms of income in the context of

employment as "royalties," which brings to the table another flat tax rate: 5%,

which is final.

It is easy to see what is at stake as far as tax burdens are concerned. Some

within the tax authorities may argue that the 2% tax is an advance tax (which it

is) and therefore by no means indicates the actual tax burden borne by

independent contractors at the end of the tax period. Because of structural and

administrative weaknesses of the Ethiopian tax system, however, the 2%

withholding operates pretty much as a final tax for most of those who provide

independent contract services without possessing a professional or occupational

license. Even if the independent contractors go on to settle the final tax liability

at the end of the tax period, the tax burden is still lower than what it would have

been had the income been characterized as income from employment. Those

who perform services under independent contractual relationships are therefore

allowed to split their total income into one of employment and of independent



contract, in the process considerably reducing their total tax liability. Though
some offer palliative arguments like the 2% tax is an advance tax to counter the
complaints of employees, most employees understand that real tax burden
differences underlie the whole argument of whether to withhold tax under
Schedule "A" or Schedule "C" or Schedule "D." 1

The real differences in tax burdens can be seen in one hypothetical case
involving an employee (A). It will be seen in the analyses that follow that
certain payments may be treated equally as "income from employment"
(Scenario One) or "income from independent contract of services" (Scenario
Two) or "income from royalties" (Scenario Three) just to name the three
possible characterizations in this regard. Payments for writing of distance
modules may be (and have been) characterized as "income from employment"
or "income from independent contract of services" or "royalties." If A, whose
regular monthly salary is 5000 ETB, has received 10, 000 ETB for writing
distance modules, her tax deductions from total income would be as shown in
the following table.

Table 1.1: Withholding Taxation under the Different Schedules of
Ethiopian Income Tax (A, C and D)

Scenario One Scenario Two Scenario Three

4587.2 1287.2 1587.2

As can be seen from the table above, A's tax deduction would triple in cases
where the income from the writing of modules is characterized as income from
employment. A's tax deduction is notionally the lowest in Scenario Two under
which A's income from writing of modules is characterized as income from

11 Ethiopian income tax system is a typical schedular income tax system in which income is
taxed under separate schedules organized around known sources of income: Schedule A
(income from employment); Schedule B (income from rental of buildings); Schedule C (income
from businesses as well as professional and/or vocational occupations); Schedule D (income
from miscellaneous sources, such as royalties, interest and dividends); in addition there are
autonomous income tax regimes for mining, petroleum and agricultural activities; see Taddese
Lencho, "Towards Legislative History of Modern Taxes in Ethiopia (1941-2008)," Journal of
Ethiopian Law, vol. 25, No. 2, 2012



independent contract services, but since this is not a final tax, it may be higher
than Scenario Three, but it will never get anywhere near Scenario One. The
least favorable position is Scenario One, under which the income is considered
to be one of "income from employment."

In any case, since the differences are so stark, it does not take the subtle
knowledge of tax law to fume at the prospect of withholding taxation under
Schedule "A". The situation is exacerbated under the Ethiopian income tax
system because of the segregation of one form of withholding taxation from the
other withholding taxes. An employee whose income is subject to the highest
tax rates of Schedule "A" cannot obtain a relief at some point of the tax calendar
because her annual income deserves to be treated under lower progressive tax
rates. There are no rules that allow employees, who overpay income taxes, to
obtain some tax relief by way of tax credits at the end of the tax year.

3. Varieties of Withholding Taxation

3.1. The PAYE

Of all the withholding schemes ever devised by governments, the withholding
scheme on employees' payments, known as the "Pay-As-You-Earn' (PAYE),"
is probably the most famous. 12 Its popularity is attributable to its enormous ease
of administration and equally enormous revenue productivity. The PAYE
scheme of withholding enables governments to raise huge amounts of revenue
at one of the lowest costs of tax administration in existence.13 The PAYE
scheme raises "a lion's share of the personal income tax" and its yield is said to
exceed the revenue of general sales tax or value added tax (VAT) in the

industrialized countries.14 The PAYE scheme assumes an even more revenue
importance to the poorly equipped tax administration of developing countries,

12 Konraad van der Heeden, "The Pay-As-You Earn Tax on Wages," in Victor Thuronyi (ed.),
Tax Law Design and Drafting (1998), International Monetary Fund, vol. 2, 1998, p. 564
13 Id, pp. 564-565; it is clearly cost effective for the tax administration if we disregard the costs

of tax compliance by withholding agents.
14 Ibid



although for reasons it is not appropriate to go into in this article, the VAT and
other indirect taxes far outstrip the PAYE in revenue performance. 15

Employment income is subject to PAYE in almost all countries of the world. 16

In many developing countries, withholding tax by employers is considered final,
which relieves both employees and the tax administration from the
administrative pain of self-assessment at the end of the tax year. 7 Some
developed tax systems, notably the USA, make use of the PAYE but consider
the tax withheld as advance payments for the final tax to be settled at end of the
tax year when all taxpayers, including employees, are in principle required to
file self-assessment tax returns. 18

3.2. Other Withholding Income Taxes

3.2.1. Withholding Taxes on "Income from Capital"

Withholding taxes are commonly used against other sources of income,
although not as extensively as income from employment. Many income tax
systems employ withholding taxes on the so-called "income from capital,"
sometimes also known as "investment income" or "passive income."1 9 The
individual details of "income from capital" vary from country to country, but
the common forms of "income from capital" include dividends, royalties and
interest. In schedular income tax structures, these types of income are often
treated under separate schedules, and in some of the schedular income tax
systems, the withholding taxes are treated as final. In global income tax
structures, these types of income form part of the repertoire of individual
income, but may become the subject matter of withholding taxation at source.20

15 In developing countries, the VAT and taxes on international trade (customs tariffs) are more

productive of revenue than the PAYE. The PAYE is nevertheless the most productive of
personal income taxes in developing countries; see id, p. 565
16 The exceptions that Thuronyi cites are France, Switzerland and Singapore; see Victor

Thuronyi, supra note 3, p. 254; see also, Koenraad van der Heeden, supra note 12, p. 564, foot
note 2
17 See Victor Thuronyi, supra note 3, p. 255
1" See ibid
19 See Richard Bird, supra note 4, p. 104; see also Victor Thuronyi, supra note 3, p. 255
20 Federal Tax Course, 2000, CCH Editorial Staff Publication, CCH Incorporated, Chicago,
1243



Withholding taxes may be designed as final tax liabilities, or as advance

payments. When withholding taxes are considered as advance payments, the

taxes withheld are often credited against the final tax due on the income of the

person. In typical global income tax systems, withholding taxes are used as

advance payments, and would be credited at the end of the tax year against the

final tax liability of the person. In scheduler income tax structures, particularly

of the developing world, many withholding taxes are treated as final taxes. This

typically means that the incomes subject to withholding taxation are not added

to the other income of the person, and the taxes withheld are not creditable

against any other income tax liability of the person.

Ethiopia has used withholding taxation schemes against an assortment of
21income known as "miscellaneous income" or "other income" since 1978. One

of the four schedules of the main income tax system of Ethiopia (Schedule "D")

appears to be designed primarily for applying final withholding taxes against

certain sources of income. The list of "miscellaneous income" subject to final

withholding taxation under Schedule "D" is more extensive than most other

income tax systems, but some on the list may qualify as "income from capital."

The number of specific types of income subject to final withholding taxation in

Ethiopia keeps growing from time to time and at the time of writing includes
"royalties," "income from technical services rendered from abroad," "income

from games of chance," "dividends" and "interest from deposits." All of the

withholding taxes under Schedule "D" are considered final taxes. With the

exception of tax on "income from technical services rendered from abroad,"

which is obviously exclusively intended for non-residents, the withholding taxes
in Ethiopia apply to both resident and non-resident taxpayers.

3.2.2. Withholding on Payments for Goods and Services

Withholding taxes can also be applied to transactions or on supply chains. These

types of taxes are withheld at designated loci of movements of goods and

services in the market, such as on imports and exports, and domestic supplies of

goods and services. Customs are commonly used as loci for collection of non-

21 See Proclamation to Amend the Income Tax, 1978, Proc. No. 155, Negarit Gazeta, 38 th year,
No. 3 (now repealed)' see also Taddese Lencho, Towards Legislative History of Modem Taxes
in Ethiopia, supra note 11, pp.12 1



final withholding income taxes. The very factor that made customs ideal for
collection of various indirect taxes (customs duties, excise duties, VAT and
others) has also made them convenient spots for collection of advance income
taxes. Sometimes, exports are also be used for collection of income taxes.

Apart from imports and exports, organizations may also be used as withholding
agents for income taxation of suppliers of goods and services. Just as
organizations have been used to withhold income taxes from their employees or
collect VAT from supplies of goods and services, they may also be used as
withholding agents from payments to third parties for the provision of various
goods and/or services. Unlike withholding employment income taxes, however,
these schemes of withholding are often treated in many income tax systems as
advance payments, to be settled at the end of the tax year by suppliers of goods

22and/or services from whose payments the income taxes were withheld. The
adoption of these schemes of withholding depends on the degree of tax
compliance in the self-assessment income tax regime (which occurs at the end
of the tax year) and on how much the government needs advance cash flows to
carry on governmental responsibilities. These schemes of withholding are
effective in collecting at least some tax from hard-to-tax suppliers of goods
and/or services. In that regard, they act effectively as final taxes against hard-to-
tax suppliers of goods and/or services.

22 In Botswana, commissions or brokerage fees paid for the procurement of goods are subject to
a non-final withholding tax of 10%; rental payments subject to 5% withholding; see Jude Amos,
Botswana, Corporate Taxation, Country Surveys, IBFD, updated up to 7 November 2012,
section 1.6.2; in Ghana, interest (8%), supply of goods and services (15%), rent (8%),
commission for insurance and sales persons (10%), commission for lotto agents (5%),; Kennedy
Munyandi, Ghana, Corporate Taxation, Country Surveys, IBFD, Section 1.6.2, updated up to 31
March 2013; Kenya applies non-final withholding taxes on a number of sources, except
dividends for which the tax is final; management, professional and training fees (5%), royalties
(5%), interest on government bonds (from 10 to 15%), income received from sale of property or
shares (10%), insurance commissions (5% for payments to brokers, 10% for payments to other
agents), contractual fees (3%); Frederick Omoni, Kenya, Corporate Taxation, Country Surveys,
IBFD, updated up to 4 March 2013; in Sudan, all government payments to taxable persons are
subject to withholding(1%), as are imports of goods by taxable persons (2%), payments by local
companies to resident contractors and sub-contractors (5%), consultancy fees (10%);
Abdelgader A. Osman, Sudan, Corporate Taxation, Country Surveys, IBFD, Amsterdam, update
up to 1 February 2013



Ethiopia had these forms of withholding taxes in the early days of Ethiopian
23 24modern tax period and has revived these taxes since 2001. Back in the

1950s, Ethiopian income tax laws required withholding of income tax on
imports at the rate of 4% and on exports at the rate of 1%.25 Since 2001,
Ethiopia has used imports as places of withholding income taxes and various

organizations for withholding of income taxes from payments for supplies of
goods and services. The current withholding tax rate is 3% on imports

(calculated on the basis of cost, insurance and freight (CIF)) and 2% on both

supplies of goods and services, which is calculated on the gross payments for

these supplies. 
26

4. Forms of PAYE

The PAYE is the most famous form of withholding taxation throughout the

world. The PAYE, as it operates in various tax systems, has assumed three basic

forms: simple PAYE, cumulative PAYE, and year-end-adjusted PAYE.27

4.1. Simple PAYE

The simple PAYE involves, as its name suggests, a simple process of

withholding taxes from monthly wages and salaries, without any adjustments

for overpayments or underpayments resulting from the differences in the

monthly accounting system from the annual accounting system.28 The simple
PAYE scheme disregards the differences in the tax burdens for the sake of the

extraordinary simplicity of withholding taxes from monthly employment
income payments, treating the amounts withheld as final. The result is that

23 See the Personal and Business Tax, 1949, Legal Notice No. 138, Negarit Gazeta, 9th year, No.
4 and Legal Notice No. 164/1952, Negarit Gazeta, 1 1th year, No. 9; see also Taddese Lencho,
supra note 11, p. 117

See Income Tax (Amendment) Proclamation, 2001, Proc. No. 227, Federal Negarit Gazeta,
7 th year, No. 9
25 See the Personal and Business Tax, 1949, Legal Notice No. 138, Negarit Gazeta, 9 th year, No.
4; See id, Article 2(ii); the withholding tax rate was raised in 1952 by 1% for both imports and
exports; see Legal Notice No. 164/1952, Negarit Gazeta, 1 1 th year, No. 9
26 Income Tax Proclamation, 2002, Proc. No. 286, Federal Negarit Gazeta, 8 th year, No. 34, see
Articles 52 and 53; Income Tax Regulations, 2002, Regulations No. 78, Federal Negarit
Gazeta, 8th year, No. 37, Article 24
27 Koenraad van der Heeden, supra note 12, p. 567; see also Richard M. Bird, supra note 4, pp.
100-103
28 Koenraad van der Heeden, supra note 12, 2, p. 567
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employees whose monthly income fluctuates during a year (as a result of, for

example, of salary raises) might be made to pay more than what they should pay

if adjustments were made at the end of the tax year. The following table shows

the income tax liability of an employee, A, with and without final tax year

adjustment. An employee whose regular salary was 2000 Birr for half of the

year and whose salary is raised to 3000 after six months has annual taxable

income of 30, 000. This employee's tax liability under the monthly simple

PAYE scheme is higher than her annual tax liability if her annual salary were

aggregated and taxed on annual basis. The following table shows the difference

if the tax computations are done according to the progressive income tax rates

of current income tax system of Ethiopia. 29

Table 1.2: The Effect of Simple PAYE on Employee Income Tax Liability

Total Income Tax under a simple Tax under the Difference

PAYE annual scheme

30,000 4785 4680 105

By denying any adjustment at the end of the tax year, the simple PAYE system

is even more unfair upon employees who lose their employment in the course of

the year and thereafter remain without gainful employment in the course of the

year. The simple PAYE scheme assumes that the income of employees remains

steady throughout the year. Thus an employee whose monthly income falls in

the top marginal tax rate category is required to pay under the highest marginal

tax rates although that employee lost her employment in the course of the year.

Since the simple PAYE scheme bars any re-computation at the end of the tax

year in light of the changing employment status of the person, its presumptuous

tax computation based purely on monthly income results in over-taxation of

employees who lose their jobs in the course of the year. In contrast, a trader who

finds herself in similar situation (e.g., ceases trade) is assessed on the basis of

the taxable income obtained up to the cessation of the trade since the cessation

29 For the rates, see Income Tax Proclamation No. 286/2002, supra note 26, Articles 11 and 19

(b)



of trade is taken into account in the computation of income tax liability at the

end of the tax year.30

The effect of a Simple PAYE scheme can be illustrated by an example as simple

as the scheme itself. An employee whose monthly income is 4000 ETB and who

loses her job after six months will pay more taxes under a Simple PAYE

scheme than is under an annual income tax system. Under the current rules of

Ethiopian income tax system, an employee would pay 4770 ETB in six months

under a Simple PAYE scheme and would have only paid 4230 under an annual

income tax system (a difference of 540 ETB). These tax burden differentials

arise from the operation of simple PAYE in a progressive tax rate structure of

the income tax system, under which the monthly income of the employee is

taken as a final index for measuring the employee's income throughout the year.

4.2. Cumulative PAYE

The cumulative PAYE, adopted in countries like Russia and the U.K.,31

involves a re-computation of the PAYE to ensure that the tax withheld in

individual months is equivalent to the tax due in a tax year.32 After a salary

raise, "the PAYE of the next pay period is increased by the month's share of the

difference between the income tax on total income prospectively to be earned

during the tax year, and the tax already withheld in the tax year" . 3 In the

cumulative PAYE, any raise, or for that matter, any reduction of employment

income immediately triggers an adjustment in the computation of the tax to be

withheld in anticipation of the differences that might arise for the rest of the tax

year. In a way, the cumulative PAYE is an attempt to reconcile the differences

in the monthly accounting process of monthly withholding tax on employment

income and the computation of income tax in general using the "tax year" as a

basic unit of time.

30 In this regard, see Income Tax Proclamation No. 286/2002, supra note 26, Article 47(2)
31 For the UK, see John Tiley, supra note 1, p. 230

32 Koenraad van der Heeden, supra note 12, p. 568
33 Ibid



4.3. Hybrid PAYE

And then there is the so-called hybrid PAYE - a hybrid of both simple PAYE

and the cumulative PAYE.34 During the tax year, the hybrid PAYE proceeds as

if there were no need for adjustment at the end of the tax year and treats each

monthly income as final (which is what gives the scheme the veneer of the

simple PAYE).35 At the end of the tax year, however, the final withholding is

recomputed on the basis of the yearly income information received by an

employee - on a cumulative basis, and the tax due at the end of the tax year and

the tax already withheld throughout the tax year are compared, and appropriate

adjustments are made accordingly.36 If the difference shows a credit in favor of

the taxpayer, the government will refund the taxpayer, and if the difference

shows that something more is owed to the government, the taxpayer will be

required to pay that difference.37 In the example given in the table above, an

employee will be able to obtain a refund of 540 ETB when an adjustment is

made at the end of the tax year. The hybrid PAYE or the year-end-adjusted

PAYE is followed in many industrialized countries like Germany and Japan.38

5. The PAYE in Ethiopia

5.1. Introduction

The Ethiopian income tax system has used the PAYE as a scheme of tax

collection from the income of employees for a long time. Ethiopia has followed

the simple PAYE scheme in which tax deducted monthly by employers acts as

the final tax liability of employees in respect of their employment income. As
far as employees are concerned, the disadvantages of the Simple PAYE are not

relieved by any adjustments at the end of the tax year. Employees whose

monthly income rises in the course of the year are treated as if their incomes had

been steady throughout the year. Employees who lose their jobs in the middle of

the year and are unable to find jobs are treated as if their monthly incomes were

equal to those employees who have maintained their job throughout the year. In

34 Ibid
35 Ibid
36 Id, p. 569
37 Ibid
38 Id, p. 568



short, the monthly accounting system of withholding taxation locks the fate of
the tax burdens of employees in the monthly income received regardless of what
happens throughout the year.

The system of withholding taxation on income from employment appears to be
designed for its simplicity of administration. The system ensures that employees
will have no contacts with the tax administration as the administration deals
only with the withholding employers. The system is so thoroughly and
singularly dependent upon the collection by employers that most employees are
not even aware that exceptions are made in some situations in which employee
self-assessment is required. The first exception is made for employees of
embassies and international organizations enjoying diplomatic immunity.39

These employees are required to declare and pay the tax due themselves (in
other words, they are subject to the regime of self-assessment). The second
exception is made for employees who work and obtain income from more than
one employment. Two distinct obligations are imposed in the second exception.
The employers themselves are required to aggregate the income from multiple
employments if they have known that an employee works for other employers
as well.40 In addition, the employees are required to declare their total income
(from multiple employments) and pay the difference between the tax due on the
total income from employments and the tax withheld by individual employers
respectively. The obligation of employees to declare and pay the tax is not
contingent upon the employers discharging their obligation to aggregate and
deduct the tax upon total income, although in practice, it is the employers who
(when they discover) shoulder the burden of aggregating and deducting the tax
upon the total income of employees. The rationale for the second exception is
that the tax due on the aggregate income of employees is different (and higher)
than the tax due on the separate income from individual employment due to the
operation of the progressive income tax structure. 42

39 Income Tax Proclamation No. 286/2002, supra note 26, Article 65(4)
40 Id, Article 65(5)
41 Id, Article 65(4)
42 Note, however, that the exception is made in favor of the government's interest to generate
more revenue only. When the system results in employees paying more taxes than they should,
there are no rules that enable employees to get a refund for excess taxes paid.
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5.2. Prerequisites for PAYE Withholding in Ethiopia

The PAYE is a predominant modality of tax collection under Schedule "A" of

the Ethiopian income tax system. The application of the PAYE is contingent

upon the scope of application of Schedule "A." The task of employers, as

withholding agents, is therefore one of ascertaining whether the income payable

to employees is chargeable under Schedule "A" of the Ethiopian income tax

system. The Ethiopian income tax laws are not explicit in what employers need

to do to ascertain whether the income falls under Schedule "A," but a close

reading of the relevant provisions of the Income Tax Proclamation shows that

employers (as withholding agents) must at the minimum ascertain the existence

of two conditions for the application of Schedule "A" rules. These are:

a. The existence of an employment (or employer-employee) relationship;

b. That the payment has arisen from the employment relationship, and not

any other relationship.

These two conditions are cumulative. As shall be seen in the greater part of this

article, there are many instances in which the existence of an employment

relationship is formally established but the payment made by an employer is not

said to have arisen from the employment. In Ethiopian context, the most

prominent case was Shell Eth. Ltd. v. Inland Revenue Administration (IRA),
43 in which the then Supreme Court of Ethiopia in 1978 E.C. (1986) held that

interest paid by an employer on a provident fund held in the name and for the

benefit of employees was not income from employment in spite of the existence

of a formal employment relationship between employees and the employer

(Shell Eth. Ltd.).

The task of employers today in Ethiopia is complicated by the existence of other

withholding taxes, which may apply even after employers have ascertained that

the income does not fall under Schedule "A." The non-existence of the two

conditions above relieves employers in particular only from the obligation to

withhold income tax under Schedule "A" of the Ethiopian income tax laws. It

does not necessarily relieve employers from withholding under the other

43 Shell Ethiopia Ltd. v. Inland Revenue Administration (Civ/App/File No. 763/78, 1978 E.C.,
Supreme Court), in Amharic, unpublished



schedules of Ethiopian income tax system. Employers may still be required to
withhold tax if the payment can be characterized instead as "dividend" or
"royalty" or if the payment is considered to be a payment for provision of goods
or independent contract services. The desire of the [Ethiopian] Government to
use every available outlet of cash flows as notional "withholding booths" has
complicated the task of employers in this regard.44 Under current rules of the
Ethiopian income tax system, the existence of layered structures of withholding,
each involving fairly complicated legal arguments over the characterization of
the payment, has meant that employers and other withholding agents must
worry about taxes for most of the payments they disburse to others.

While employers have the difficult task of juggling so many issues in deciding
the rate of withholding taxation in Ethiopia, it remains to be the case that the
most persistent and most difficult issue is one of distinguishing cases of
employment from that of independent contract of services. We shall, therefore,
address the more vexing question of "employment" vs. "self-employment"
before we move on to the less common issues arising in the context of
withholding taxation of income from employment.

5.2.1. Distinguishing Employment from Independent Contract of
Services

5.2.1.1. Introduction

In Ethiopia, as in many countries of the world, the PAYE scheme uses
employers as withholding agents for collection of employment income tax from
the income of employees. Since serious tax penalties attach to default in
withholding obligations, most employers take their obligations in this regard
seriously, sometimes so seriously as to interpret all cases of doubt in favor of
"employment."' 45 The reason why many employers take what they regard to be a
safe bet on "employment" in all instances of doubt is that the amount of tax

44 In simpler times, once an employer is satisfied that the payments she is making does not arise
from employment, she is thereby relieved from the pain of worrying about withholding taxes.
45 A withholding agent who fails to withhold tax in accordance with the law is personally liable
to pay the tax not withheld and in addition, an agent (the manager and the chief accountant or
another senior officer who knew or should have known of the failure is liable for a penalty of
1000 ETB for every instance of failure to withhold the proper amount; see Income Tax
Proclamation No. 286/ 2002, supra note 26, Article 90(1), (3) and (4)
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collected in cases of employment is far higher than the amount withheld in other
cases, which will absolve employers (or so they think) from potential charge of
having collected less for the government. Employers are more likely to be
challenged by the government for not collecting the "appropriate" withholding
tax than by the employees for collecting tax under higher withholding tax rates.
This state of affairs has made many an employee unhappy in several places.

Most employers (through their finance officers) rely upon their own
interpretations of the Income Tax Proclamation, which has definitions (or sort
of) for employment and independent contract services (see below).46 Employees
may protest against this interpretation, but their protests usually fall on deaf ears
unless a particular employer is somehow persuaded to think otherwise.
Employees have virtually no recourse in the income tax laws against potential
abuses and misconstructions of withholding rules. Whether by design or by
accident, the dispute settlement schemes in the income tax laws of Ethiopia
have excluded these kinds of disputes from going to courts.

In a few instances in which withholding agents relent, they may decide to write
a letter to the tax authorities seeking clarification on specific issues, and the tax
authorities have at times responded to these letters by providing what they deem
to be their own interpretation and guidance on how withholding agents should
respond to withholding questions. In practice, these communications with
withholding agents are heavily decentralized and individualized. Except in a
few situations, the tax authorities have refrained from developing common "test
factors" for all withholding agents to follow and instead have opted for
providing guidance to employers in response to specific questions as these
questions arise. The individual approaches the tax authorities have taken have
seen the authorities contradicting themselves from time to time resulting in
some of the most flagrant cases of inconsistencies in the treatment of identical
payments under different withholding tax rates. The gap between what the
Income Tax Proclamation prescribes and the practice of income tax withholding
in practice is very wide, as shall be seen below, and this is largely because

46 Many employers are guided by some vague understanding of the provisions of the Income

Tax Proclamation; it is uncertain how many of them seriously consult the Income Tax
Proclamation before making decisions about withholding of taxes; encounters with a few of the
withholding agents makes it extremely doubtful if the withholding agents ever consult the
Proclamation before deciding withholding taxation.
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neither the tax authorities nor the withholding agents have seriously followed

the wordings of the Proclamation in distinguishing cases of "employment" from

that of "independent contract of services."

5.2.1.2. Distinguishing Employment from Self-Employment: Analysis of

the Income Tax Proclamation

In its definition section, the Income Tax Proclamation offers general definitions

for "employee" and "contractor," with the ostensible aim of defining the scope

of employment income tax (Schedule "A") vis-d-vis that of business income tax

(Schedule "C").47 In view of the fact that it is the source of income that is

important (i.e. "employment" and "independent contract of services") rather

than the person upon whom the economic burden of the income tax falls, (i.e.,
"employee" and "contractor"), it is strange that the Income Tax Proclamation

chose to focus upon the definitions of "employee" and "contractor." We must be

content with what we find in the Proclamation, however, as we could have been

worse off had the Proclamation offered no definition at all. The meaning and

scope of employment and its counterpart - independent contract of services -

can be inferred easily from the meanings ascribed to "employee" and its

counterpart - contractor - in the Income Tax Proclamation.

Article 2(12) of Income Tax Proclamation of 2002 defines an "employee" as:

" ... any individual, other than a contractor, engaged (whether on a
permanent or temporary basis) to perform services under the
direction and control of the employer"(italics added)

And Article 2(12) contrasts a "contractor" from "employee" as:

"... an individual who is engaged to perform services under an
agreement by which the individual [contractor] retains substantial
authority to direct and control the manner in which the services are
to be performed"(italics added)

47 Income Tax Proclamation No. 286/2002, supra note 26, see Article 2(12); ostensibly, because
nowhere in the whole body of the Income Tax Proclamation is it made apparent why these
definitions are proffered; in practice, the Tax Authorities have made repeated references to these
provisions for purposes of drawing distinctions between "income from employment" (under
Schedule "A") and "income from independent contract of services" (under Schedule "C"); see
below for guidance letters written by the Authorities in this regard.



The definition part of the Income Tax Proclamation pins the distinction between
"employment" and "independent contract" upon the existence or otherwise of
the element of "control and direction" from the side of the "employer" or the
"client." 48 In the words of the Proclamation, as quoted above, an employee is
one who "performs services under the direction and control of the employer,"

while a contractor is one who "retains substantial authority to direct and

control the manner in which the services [are] to be performed." In tagging the

meaning of "employment" vis-d-vis that of "independent contract of services"
to the existence or otherwise of "direction and control," the Proclamation
undoubtedly opted for substantive (as opposed to that of "formal") criteria for
distinguishing cases of employment from that of independent contract of
services. This is bracing to know, for no one wants an important matter as that
of employment vis-d-vis that of independent contract of services to be
determined by recourse to the form of relationships. The problem is that the
Income Tax Proclamation offers no details about factors constituting "direction
and control."

It is not generally expected that the Proclamation would provide details about
factors constituting "direction and control." The details of "direction and
control" are not provided in the Proclamation because it was perhaps understood
that the elements of "direction and control" would be spelt out either in
subsidiary tax legislations or in court cases dealing with issues of employment.
It might also have been supposed that the elements of "direction and control"
had better be left to the discretion of those charged with distinguishing these
cases based on the facts and circumstances of each case. Due to the
inadequacies or peculiarities of withholding taxation schemes in Ethiopia,

48 In addition to the definitions cited above, the Income Tax Proclamation makes reference to
"employment" - references which may be read as hints as to the scope of the Schedule of the
Income tax that applies to employment income - namely, Schedule "A". For example, in
Section II of the Income Tax Proclamation of 2002, Article 12 describes "employment income"
broadly as "any payments in cash or in kind received from employment," including "income
from former or prospective employment." While this provision makes it clear to reach "all
payments in cash or in kind" (despite the practical challenges of doing so), it is not at all clear as
to how employers can identify "all payments in cash or in kind" unless they simply assume that
all payments made by employers to employees is by definition "income from employment."



however, the Proclamation's evident intent to turn the distinction on substantive
grounds of "direction and control" has been abandoned in favor of formal or
superficial or mechanical standards.

The courts of Ethiopia have not been able to provide any guidance in the
context of income tax withholding as a result of the quirks of Ethiopian tax
dispute settlement schemes. Although disputes regarding appropriate
withholding rates are common, everyday experiences, these kinds of disputes
have virtually been kept out of courts due to the narrow strip of dispute
settlement schemes in taxation. Tax cases in Ethiopia are normally set in motion
after assessment notifications are sent to taxpayers, who are then able to contest
the assessment notifications before the tax authorities themselves, the Review
Committees, the Tax Appeal Commissions and, finally, on matters of law,
before courts. Since withholding disputes do not involve assessment
notifications (in the literal sense these expressions are understood in practice),
those involved in and most affected by withholding disputes (e.g., employees)
have had a difficult time to take their disputes through the regular channels of
tax dispute settlement, namely through the Tax Appeal Commission and to
courts on appeal.49

Determinations of withholding under Schedule "A" or the other schedules of
Ethiopian income tax system are thus mostly made in settings away from courts.
Most of the disputes are resolved (not necessarily to the satisfaction of the
parties involved) by the withholding agents themselves. More specifically, it is
mainly the finance employees or managers of companies and other
organizations that are decisive in making the calls as they are in charge of
payrolls along with which withholding tax decisions are most often associated.

49 The quirks of the Ethiopian dispute settlement schemes in this regard have been noted in
Taddese Lencho, "The Ethiopian Tax System: Excesses and Gaps," Michigan State Journal of
International Law, Issue 20, No. 2, 2012, pp. 372-278; The few cases that the courts have
entertained in this regard made it to courts after the tax authorities assessed tax against the
withholding agents themselves because the authorities felt that the agents "failed to withhold
taxes in accordance with the law." The Shell Ethiopia case (see footnote 43 above) made it to
courts after the tax authorities took a direct action (assessment) against Shell Ethiopia accusing
Shell Ethiopia of "failing to withhold tax on some payments to its employees." If Shell Ethiopia
withheld the taxes, but employees thought that was illegal, employees would have no recourse
against Shell Ethiopia or would at least have an uphill battle trying to persuade the tax dispute
settlement bodies that assessments were made by the tax authorities.



Some employees may attempt to persuade the withholding agents to withhold
tax under lower-rated provisions, but the ultimate decision rests with the agents
themselves.

A few of the disputes on withholding taxation are "resolved" after "appeals" to
the tax authorities are made. These "appeals" take the informal process of
seeking written guidance from the authorities on specific questions of
withholding taxation. The tax authorities have attempted to regulate the practice
of income tax withholding at various times. The tax authorities have issued at
least one Directive to determine the types of services for which 2% withholding
taxation is to be made. The tax authorities have also provided interpretative
guidance on a number of individual and collective cases by responding through
private letters to questions of withholding taxation coming from organizations
or institutions seeking guidance, and through so-called "circular letters" which
are answers to frequently-arising tax questions in the practice of Ethiopian tax
administration. We will analyze the relevant directives, circular letters and
private letters written in this regard to examine the positions of the tax
authorities, and to draw some conclusions as to whether the tax authorities have
succeeded in bringing out the key elements for the guidance of withholding
agents in Ethiopia.

5.2.1.3. The Income Tax Regulations of 2002 and the Directive of 2003

The Income Tax Proclamation, as we have seen above, does not go into the
details of what factors constitute "direction and control." Due to the
peculiarities of tax dispute settlement schemes in Ethiopia, the courts have not
been able to play their role of interpreting "direction and control" in the context
of income taxation. The task of providing details has therefore been in practice
left to subsidiary pieces of legislation. After the promulgation of the Income
Tax Proclamation in 2002, one income tax regulation was issued by the Council
of Ministers and a number of tax directives have been issued by various tax
administration bodies, most notably ERCA itself and the Ministry of Finance
and Economic Development (MoFED).

The Income Tax Regulations of 2002, which was issued along with the Income
Tax Proclamation of 2002, provides many details left out by the Proclamation,
particularly in the area of exemptions, deductions and withholding taxes. The



Income Tax Regulations of 2002 does not, however, furnish details on the

elements of "direction and control" as might be expected. Nonetheless, the

Income Tax Regulations of 2002 is still useful indirectly because it provides

detailed rules on the withholding of tax from payments to independent

contractors, with whom employees are often confused.

The Income Tax Regulations lists down more than a dozen different categories

of services and/or professionals as qualifying for 2% withholding tax under

Schedule "C." Some of the services that are subject to 2% withholding include:

consultancy services, design services, writing services, lectures, dissemination

of information services, advertisements and entertainment programs for

television and radio broadcasts, and construction services.50 The professionals

who are listed in the Regulations as subject to 2% withholding when providing
"professional services" are lawyers, accountants, auditors, sales persons, arts

and sports professionals, brokers, and commission agents. The Regulations

does not state that the list of services and professionals subject to withholding

taxation is indicative or exhaustive, but it is clear from the nature of these

services and the frequent use of the phrase "other similar services" in some of

the lists that the listing was not meant to be exhaustive.

While the Income Tax Regulations helps many a withholding agent to make

decisions based on the lists of services and the types of professionals set down

thereunder, the Regulations is not going to help withholding agents in

borderline cases. The Regulations lists "lectures," for example, as one of the

services subject to 2% withholding, but we know that "lectures" can be

delivered by both employees and independent contractors. How is a withholding

agent to decide when a "lecture" is part of employment or independent

contractual relationship? In the end, the Income Tax Regulations forces

withholding agents to go back to the general element set down in the Income

Tax Proclamation: "direction and control;" a withholding agent is not absolved

from determining, based on the facts and circumstances of each case, whether

"direction and control" exist in a relationship to decide whether to withhold tax

under Schedule "A" or Schedule "C."

50 Income Tax Regulations No. 78/2002, supra note 26, see Article 53 (2)
51 Ibid



Shortly after the promulgation of the Income Tax Proclamation and Regulations

of 2002, the Ministry of Revenues issued a (draft?) directive on withholding

schemes in Yekatit 1995 E.C. (February 2003), which was to come into force

from Hamle 1, 1995 E.C (July 2003).52 The Directive was issued to regulate the

withholding of taxes on imports and payments for goods and services. The said

Directive repeats most of the lists of services and professionals listed down in

the Income Tax Regulations of 2002.53

Unlike the Regulations, however, the Directive of 2003 suggests that, at least in

one exception, it is possible to be an employee for some kinds of services and

an independent contractor for other kinds of services, even if both of these

services are provided for one employer. That exception is provided for

"lectures." In its relevant paragraph, the Directive states:54

A&, *1; A :W (n.lAST- a±AA+*,' . p* AtaAST- W&lt A' ffl,

Wq flS- f- , 7 a,-b: H-f V7,94-7? 4'D-T~- qAq ha Lhk. -t-Ki ?a Lez°? tfq°

ha L7Tia) hq-Sly aoa w li, .- hA- ?NP* -?-fl"'c hl,%h A ,9e.ZpA)::

Roughly translated, the quoted paragraph reads:

Payments for design works, writing (for magazines, newspapers,
various media or organizations), lectures (through various media, in
schools or other platforms, except when the person providing the
lecture is engaged continuously or permanently [in which case the
payment shall be aggregated with her salary and tax deducted under
the personal income tax schedule (A)].

In the case of "lectures," the Directive states that "where the person providing

lectures is engaged continuously or permanently," the payments for the lectures

shall be aggregated with the monthly salaries of the lecturer and the appropriate

52 Some within the Tax Authorities doubt whether this Directive was still in force but since

Directives are not published and seldom rescinded publicly, it is impossible to know which
Directives are really in force and which are abrogated; in any case, the Directive is cited in this
Article to illustrate the position of the Tax Authorities on the vexed question of employment vs.
self-employment; see ou ,PT a'Jh h ' Cq,M (Withholding Taxation) ha'M1CVC VH4lP9
1,+ VNIM -- dCYbP 11995 o,.T q- J'qjao

53 ,I'L7aT "lv C m 'oow-ey , supra note 52, see Article 3.4.1.(2)
54 Id, Article 3.4.1 (2)



tax shall be deducted under Schedule "A" of Ethiopian income tax law.55 This
phrase in italics suggests that if "lectures are provided for a specific, definite
period of time," it is alright for withholding agents to withhold 2% from
payments for the "lectures," provided, of course, the lecturer is able to furnish
the TIN. The a contrario reading of the said Directive leads to the conclusion
that when employees provide short-term lectures under specific contracts and
for specific payments, the income derived therefrom should be subject to 2%
withholding if the lecturer has a TIN (or 30% withholding if the trainer does not
have one).

The Directive does not directly address the issue of withholding under Schedule
"A," but represents a pattern within the Ethiopian tax administration of

relegating substance to the form of relationships and deciding withholding taxes
on the basis of the form of agreements. Although the said Directive instructs
withholding agents to deduct 2% when the payments are for independent
contract services, and to aggregate and withhold the appropriate tax under
Schedule "A" when the payments are for employment, it does not mention the
critical element of the Proclamation, namely that of "direction and control".

Setting aside the elements of "direction and control" from the consideration of
withholding opens the process of withholding to tax planning by parties that are
able to take advantage of the list and structure the form of their relationship to
fit in one of the lists enumerated in the Directive. Withholding agents can have
an easy task of withholding the 2% tax by simply characterizing the service
contracts as one of those listed in the Directives, even though the substance of
the service is one of employment. In contrast, those employees who are not in a
bargaining position to structure their contracts to fit in one of the "independent
contract services" listed down in the Directive will be forced to have their
payments withheld under the employment income tax even though the nature of
their relationship is one of independent contract of services.

5.2.1.4. The Letter Rulings/Administrative Interpretations

Neither the Income Tax Regulations of 2002 nor the Withholding Tax Directive
of 2003 directly addressed the issues employers (withholding agents) confront

55 See id, Article 3.4.1.(2)



in complying with the PAYE. In response to the frequently arising questions for

guidance from the withholding agents, the tax authorities have resorted to

writing "letters" either to the various branches of the tax administration (from

which some of these questions come) or directly to the withholding agents

themselves. The written communications on this and many other issues of tax

administration with the various units of the tax administration are known in

practice as "circular letters" or sometimes "circulars" while the written replies

to the withholding agents are known as "guidance letters" or the Amharic

equivalent for the federal tax administration of Ethiopia. The legal status (never

mind the legality) of these "letters" is not yet fully understood. The letters may

go under a tame name of "circular letters" or "guidance letters," but in status

and effect, they occupy the same position as "directives" in Ethiopia.56 We will

review the relevant circular letters and private letters written by the tax

authorities in this regard.

5.2.1.4.1. The Circular Letter of 2004

In the Ethiopian tax administration, circular letters are written in response to

frequently asked questions raised by the various branches of the tax

administration. The legal departments of ERCA and the Ministry of Finance and

Economic Development (MoFED) from time to time receive questions and

requests for guidance from the various branch offices of ERCA which, based on

their day-to-day experience of administering taxation on the ground, confront

some questions requiring the attention of the higher authorities. At times, the

legal departments respond to individual questions as they arise, and at other

times, they respond to frequently asked questions by issuing "circulars," which

are so-called because these circular letters are distributed (circulated) to the

various branch offices of the tax administration for purposes of implementation.

These "circulars" represent the interpretation of the authorities, but they operate

pretty much like directives because of the lack of recourse for taxpayers to

challenge the "circulars." It is not clear how much these circular letters are

diffused throughout the tax administration, but it is obvious that members of the

56 It is not clear as to why the tax authorities prefer "Circular Letters" to "Directives" or for that

matter in what circumstances they issue one as opposed to the other.



tax administration consult these circulars whenever issues of interpretation
arise.

The Ministry of Revenues (the predecessor of ERCA) issued one such circular
letter in 2004 with a view to resolving some of the most frequently raised issues
in the income tax laws of Ethiopia. Perhaps not surprisingly, the scope of
"employment" for purposes of Schedule "A" income tax withholding was one
of those frequently arising questions in the Ethiopian tax administration.57 The
2004 Circular Letter sought to determine cases in which a specific income falls
under Schedule "A" (as income from employment) and Schedule "C" (as
income from independent contract).58 Basing itself on the meaning given to
terms "employee" and "contractor" in Article 2(12) of the Income Tax
Proclamation, the Circular Letter notes that income from employment does not
include the income of a person who has rendered a service under a specific and
definite contract. In excluding certain service contracts from the scope of
Schedule "A," the Circular Letter states in its relevant paragraph:

The rough translation of the Amharic quote reads:

The meaning given to "employee" does not include a person who
undertakes to provide a service under a specific and definite
contract. Thus, persons who are employed by other institutions and

organizations but who provide specific services (e.g., consultancy
services; writing and presentation of research papers, etc.) under
specific contracts are not considered to have received income from
employment (translation mine).

The other issues that received some "interpretative treatment" in that circular include the

scope of foreign tax credit (Article 7), the meaning of "casual rental of property" (Article 35),
the scope of withholding tax on "interest bank deposits" (Article 36), the scope of loss-carry
forward for income tax purposes (Article 28), in the case of VAT, the meaning of "used
dwellings" (Article 8(2)(a), the extent of exemptions from VAT of institutions hiring persons
with disabilities (Article 8(2)(o)); see Ministry of Revenues, Federal Democratic Republic of
Ethiopia, Circular Letter issued on 16 Megabit 1996 E.C., in Amntharic, unpublished.
w See Ministry of Revenues, Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia, Circular Letter issued on

16 Megabit, 1996 E.C., in Amharic, unpublished
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On the surface, the Circular Letter reads as an interpretation of Article 2(12) of
the Income Tax Proclamation. When we read the paragraph closely, however,
we find that the Letter insinuates and adds some requirements or elements to the
distinction between "employee" and "independent contractor," requirements or
elements which are not suggested in the Income Tax Proclamation. Indeed in
the process of purportedly interpreting the meaning of Article 2(12), the
Circular Letter ends up completely disregarding the elements of "direction and
control" as signifiers of "employment," and their absence as signifiers of
"independent contract of services."

The Circular Letter does so by replacing the elements of "direction and control"
by easy-to-apply (albeit arbitrary) requirements, which, as can be readily
inferred from the paragraph of the Circular Letter quoted above, depend
essentially on two factors, namely whether:

i) the contract for services is specific and is not of a continuous nature;
and

ii) the person who provides services is a part-timer, having full-time
employment elsewhere.

In the Income Tax Proclamation, none of these factors are even intimated as
attributes of either "employees" or "independent contractors." Be that as it may,
it is important to analyze the practical implications of the Circular Letter cited
above. A withholding agent who wishes to conform strictly to the literal
language of the Circular Letter (regardless of what the Proclamation prescribes)
will perform her withholding obligations in the following ways, among others:

i) If a person providing specific service is a full-time employee, the
withholding agent will have to simply aggregate the income from
specific contract regardless of the nature of the specific contract (it is
immaterial whether the contract is for provision of consultancy
services or the presentation of research papers or connected with her
full-time (day-time) commitment).

ii) If a person providing specific service is a part-timer, the withholding
agent will have to simply treat the income from specific service as
income from "independent contract" and withhold 2% unless the



contract is one of continuous nature (how continuous is a continuous

contract, the Circular does not offer a clue!).

For a withholding agent anxious to get easy-to-apply signposts, the Circular

Letter is clearly superior in its simplicity over that of the Income Tax

Proclamation, but there are serious questions over whether the Circular Letter is

faithful to the "spirit" of the Proclamation. Indeed, there is no doubt at all that

the language of the Circular Letter is not faithful to the spirit of the Income Tax

Proclamation. The Letter disregards the requirement of "direction and control"

for purposes of withholding tax under Schedule "A" or under Schedule "C".

Besides, the criteria enshrined by the Circular Letter may lead to arbitrary

results in practice. The "Circular" induces and authorizes withholding agents to

rely upon factors that are not necessarily relevant to the nature of employment

or independent contract of services. The factor that is taken to be determinative

of the appropriate withholding rate under the Circular Letter is whether or not

the person providing the service is a full-time employee of the organizations for

which she provides the service. This factor is mostly irrelevant to the question

of whether the relationship is one of employment or independent contract of

services. A person may provide a self-employment service or a specific

contractual service although that person is already an employee of the

organization for which she provides the specific service. A full-time employee

may provide a consultancy service, a research service, a translation service, etc.,

to an organization in which she is a full-time employee. As long as these

services do not form part of her regular contract, these services are self-

employment services and are performed pretty much as if she were not already

employed by the organization.59 Setting aside the argument about whether one

should obtain a license to perform these services, the prior status of the service

provider (whether she is already an employee or brought from outside) is

completely irrelevant to the question of whether the service provided is one of

59 In the UK, a man who was on the regular staff of a newspaper was said to have acted as
independent contractor when he made a translation for the newspaper on his spare time; as
Judge Denning observed in Stevenson Jordan and Harrison Ltd v Macdonald and Evans, a
doctor on the staff of a hospital or a master on the staff of a school may be considered to be
independent contractors if they produce a written work under a special contract; cited in Graham
Stephenson, Source Book on Torts, (2 edition,2000), Cavendish Publishing Limited, p. 569



"employment" or "independent contract of services." Nothing in the law
prevents full-time employees from performing specific services like translation,
research, consultancy and training to the very organizations in which they are
employed.

For the Circular Letter, the decisive factor is the prior relationship of the service
provider. In its choice of the form of the contract over the substance of the
relationship, the Circular Letter shares some common features with the
Regulations of 2002 and the Directive 2003. It is important to note, however,
the difference between the Circular Letter and the Directive of 2003. The
Circular Letter assimilates all kinds of additional and specific services of a full-
time employee into that of "employment" regardless of the nature of the specific
service provided while the Directive of 2003 at least concedes the possibility of
some full-time employees (e.g. university professors) taking up specific
contractual projects which are capable of being characterized as "independent
contract services" in spite of their full-time employment status (see above). The
question is, faced with contradictory signals coming from the tax authorities,
how should withholding agents determine the appropriate withholding rates and
schedules?

5.2.1.4.2. Guidance Letters Written to Specific Withholding Agents
(Private Letter Rulings)

The Circular Letters, as pointed out before, are addressed primarily to the
various branches of Ethiopian tax administration and but may end up in the
hands of diligent or well-connected withholding agents. Since withholding
agents are frequently confronted by the dilemmas of withholding, they have
(some of them in any case) have sought written and oral guidance from the
various units of the tax administration to either protect themselves from
erroneous withholding practices or (in the case of some of them) to find
solutions acceptable both to them and the payees from whose income
withholding taxes are deducted. As far as one can tell, these practices have
developed as a matter of course and the various units of the Ethiopian tax
administration (both at the federal and regional level) have resorted to these
practices as a matter of administrative courtesy rather than as a matter of



established administrative procedure. We shall examine some of these
"private letters" (or "guidance letters," as they are customarily known)

addressed to some withholding agents in response to queries from these agents.

We confine ourselves to those private letters addressed to higher education

institutions, many of which have relayed their queries to the tax authorities.

The following "guidance letter" is written in response to a request for guidance

by one public university in 1999 E.C. (2007). 61 In its relevant paragraph, the
"guidance letter" instructs:

Oli-CE flWo -66\ W Sl hq~aft- flb-Df ?-flc PZ tK ? / fltr17A/

?'LS7T-- 7(A. (PY H'N 65 10-h1 MY'N 5 O1D6I4 7(1W' lA6 'M $A't±i-anaM
aqr -,)(3 ,q f qw/ap? -t -Df 7-nq, oa~h sw - hAn° fitLu- omeZ /" kke 0
9,'qA::

l611 flh-A (17(L 7flC k c'PC 286/96 MN,'/ 2(12) A-ifl, ?tl-/-,' 3 i-'hflmO

"f' Ah-A: :

hi-LU 7'h~~ Ai.SAM ovel4 (0'- wet 4* tnffl' ?1hc- T1':j- 6(14 ?'Q7e-&fl

(la,imC ?tT-'i A(1. hAt'n 97,P h, 7SY-P o)a' .9C t99-£' flw4mC P V ,o,16&
"1flC 701%hkA "Y:'&"7 )AP W:: (IN)- 071 "liU ,g iq'7k ?t(. A hbYP ih'"W 2
10-h YHI'N 6 A1v"i" ?'7 fl-i-im'a -C1-0- ?'aiT,'?f k la -v' (l[l0) Pk H'O 19
10O l H' 2 ,11P1ne27H fl"h&~ 0 6-1 0iI7-flC ?ahkmfl gtjJ'6::

Roughly translated, this means:

With respect to those providing services pursuant to contracts of
employment, their payments received as a result of providing of
additional services shall be aggregated with their salaries and
appropriate tax withheld. In addition, income of employees of other
organizations who provide part-time services shall be aggregated

60 The legal status of these written communications, whatever names they bear, remains unclear

although in practice, these written communications or private letters have served as binding
legal documents almost in an equal footing with provisions in the tax proclamations; see
Taddese Lencho, The Ethiopian Tax System, supra note 49, pp. 365-369
61 See Federal Inland Revenue Authority, Ministry of Revenue, FDRE, letter written to the
PuB2, 25/2/1999 E.C., in Amharic, unpublished
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with their full-time income from these organizations pursuant to
Article 65 (5) of 2002 Income Tax Proclamation once the College
ascertains that their full-time employer has not already aggregated
their income.

... the notion of "employee" as defined in Article 12 (sic) of Income
Tax Proclamation No. 286/2002 does not cover persons who provide
specific services. According to this sub-article, employees of other
organizations who provide consultancy services, research papers,
etc. under a definite and specific contract with the College may not
be regarded as employees and their income may not be treated as
income from employment ...

Income derived in this way is income from business pursuant to
Article 2(6) of the Income Tax Proclamation of 2002 and shall be
subject to tax under Article 19(2) of the same Proclamation.

The obligations of the withholding agents that make payments for
these kinds of services is to withhold 2% from the payments
pursuant to Article 53(2) of the Income Tax Proclamation No.
286/2002 and Article 24 of the Income Tax Regulations No.
78/2002.

The Letter, cited above, relies upon three signifiers to distinguish cases of
"independent contract of services" from cases of "employment." First, the
persons who provide the service must be "employees of other organizations"
and second the type of services (which are only given as examples) should be in
the nature of "consultancy services," "writing research papers," etc. And thirdly,
the contract should be for a definite period of time (or specific service). If the
person providing a service is a full-time employee, it appears that all income
from the part-time work of that employee with the College is to be aggregated
with her full-time salary and tax withheld under Schedule "A," regardless of the
nature of the specific work. Like the Circular Letter cited previously, the Letter
provides a simple test to the withholding agent: is the person providing the
service already a full-time employee of the College? If the answer is yes, the
Letter instructs the withholding agent to simply aggregate the income from part-
time engagement with the employee's full-time salary and withhold tax under
the progressive tax rates of Schedule "A". The Letter assimilates all kinds of
specific work by full-time employees of the College into one of employment



regardless of the nature of the specific relationship involved. Even if the part-
time work is one of consultancy or writing or translation, the Letter instructs the
College to aggregate the income from specific service with the full-time salary
of the employee involved and withhold the tax under Schedule "A."

Like the Circular Letter cited above, the "guidance letter" substitutes other
elements for the element of "direction and control" and departs completely from
the spirit and language of the Income Tax Proclamation. If the provider of a
service is an employee of another organization (a part-timer), the said Letter
instructs the College to distinguish those services that are in the nature of
"employment" and those that are in the nature of specific services, such as
consultancy work, research work, etc. If the service is for a definite period of
time and if it is one of consultancy work, research, etc., the withholding agent is
required to withhold tax under Schedule "C" regardless of whether the nature of
the work requires "direction and control" from the part-time employer. Since
the types of services are given only as examples, the withholding agent has the
discretion to characterize almost all forms of "part-time" work as qualifying for
withholding tax under Schedule "C."

Another interesting "private letter" is one addressed to another public college in
Addis Ababa. 62 Its relevant paragraph is quoted thus:

01't;--&I- -Ah7 D9,v) taiaf-L; e M4-1 h M hh-M be, fhf(6kl;" &

,/,D -/0 W SA h' flqLh. '?'flC WP 286/96 MN4' 12 a0 6'k hC ganaml
C -t±79D' Me, ?.fic 7AI,&hA 9,4.A:: ?h(A, ±"'ai '61 1AA hqn

flMl-&P- a)Ah 6c+ MJa)-a 7& (ILt- Wk MN) hq 53 0 4- hZ"fl-P&P

M~~A' (16iM-P' h(6k awg,9 0 /(0- a),7 97Ck 20 0, 7'9D S1-nc h- S
h~VM(- 9,Y.: 9A) 200 ±q' M.9MM-W M~~~Ao1 6R) 6etp~lJ' ? iflC

M-9, OM' PC (L£e-M- .tlY. WYMOqA: h&ffl '? aILt, Wk Kq)N 'q 91 aD64-"
30% h tIfl-P 9,9.9::

Roughly, this translates as:

Where a person performs specific or continuous services to an
employer outside his regular employment duties in accordance with
a contract regulated by employer-employee relations, the income
derived therefrom should be aggregated with his regular salary in

62 Letter written to Kotebe Teachers' College, ERCA, Arada Sub City Small Taxpayers Branch
Office on 22/08/04, in Amharic, unpublished



accordance with Article 12(sic) of the Income Tax Proclamation No.
286/2002. An employee of the College who performs specific
services outside the college shall be subject to 2% advance
withholding in accordance with Article 53 of the Income Tax
Proclamation No. 286/2002. The law authorizes 2% withholding
where the person has a TIN. Otherwise, 30% shall be withheld from
the payment for specific services in accordance with Article 91 of
the Income Tax Proclamation.

The above letter mentions Article 2(12) of the Income Tax Proclamation for

purposes of distinguishing payments subject to aggregation under Schedule "A"

and those subject to withholding under Schedule "C" (2% or 30%) but fails to

provide in the end any way of distinguishing employment from independent

service contracts on substantive grounds. The only guidance the College could

take from the Letter is that ultimately the distinction rests on whether the

provider of specific services possessed a TIN or not.63

Another example is a more recent one, addressed to a faculty of another public

university in Addis Ababa, again no doubt in response to the queries from the

University Faculty. 64 The relevant paragraph of the said Letter states:
Ah Atoul94tj Gtvkoul Q+CG Vt, 9±#m'a q~a Ax arlft+ 9±#"/m~flV"

'lheqt (lam9' ?&cc Vut hci.Sa hganV .9c x lHl,a,,c Me, "/tflc '7thhkA
SAQ+fl '4- - (lA i flh-A qAa-4O, fl'l- & na' (P'7Ol, f'k.- +cq.c h4- ,
hvri M' hw me 9ti fkkfl.+ alt hAG" 9nflC h4-g, ,mA, ,'c Lg,'cfl
2% o'TIWA&'"7 ?aV, k]. f C)") 9'7.l1 hM.,e aDA9 'Prc h1'dfl 3Oo 9"7'Mnn
O'B"-I hlTqAM: :

63 Incidentally, the letter purportedly advises the College on the treatment of payments to

Kotebe Teachers' College employees who work elsewhere, but this is of little use to the College
because it is not the concern of the College as to how their payments elsewhere should be
treated; the letter should have addressed the concerns of the College on cases in which the
college makes payments to part-time employees or to full-time employees who provide specific
services outside their regular employment duties
64 Letter written to Addis Ababa University, Natural Science Faculty, Addis Ababa, ERCA,
Customers Education and Support, 18 Miazia 2004 E.C., in Amharic, unpublished; it is
interesting to note in this case that the Natural Science Faculty of Addis Ababa University was
able to obtain a separate guidance letter in response to its queries. It is not inconceivable in this
context for various faculties and colleges of Addis Ababa University to receive conflicting
guidance letters from various units of the tax authorities.



Roughly translated as, the Letter instructs:

The Faculty/University/ shall aggregate the income of a person from
a part-time work with the latter's regular salary from his full-time
employer. Where the person who performs part-time work has a
business license and can present a TIN to the University, the
University shall deduct 2% from the payment. If a person is unable
to present a TIN, the University shall deduct 30% from the payment.

The Letter quoted above shares one common feature with most of the letter

rulings issued by the tax authorities over the years. This Letter completely

disregards the substantive requirement of the Income Tax Proclamation and

seeks to resolve the issue on the basis of the presentation or lack of presentation

of specific documents: like the business license and the TIN. What sets it apart

from similar letters is the fact that it introduces a new requirement to the whole

saga of the distinction between employment and self-employment - namely

possession of a business license and even an intimation that the withholding

agents should ascertain whether the person providing the service pays income

tax under Schedule "C." The requirement of a business license is not mentioned

in the Income Tax Proclamation, and the letter does not even pretend to have

relied upon any specific provision of the Income Tax Proclamation - other than

rationalizing somehow that 2% is an advance payment for business profit tax

under Schedule "C."

5.3. The Withholding Taxation on Payments for the Writing of

Modules and Other Academic Materials: the Vacillation of the
Tax Authorities over the Years

Most disputes regarding withholding taxes revolve around whether a

withholding agent should aggregate specific income in the context of

employment with the regular income from employment (wages and salaries)

(Schedule "A") or treat the specific income as "income from independent

contract" and deduct 2% (Schedule "C"). The resolution of these disputes

hinges, as we have seen above, on whether the relationship is one of

employment or independent contract of services.

The practice of many higher education institutions has revealed that in some

situations, the characterization may bifurcate into the other sources of income



chargeable with income tax under the various income tax schedules of the
Ethiopian income tax system. The issues for withholding agents can bifurcate
not only between "employee" vs. "independent contractor" but also between
"income from employment" vs. "income from royalties," or "income from
employment" vs. "income from dividends" or "income from employment" vs.
"income from technical services rendered abroad." Employers or withholding
agents are thus no longer worried only about employment vis-a-vis independent
contract of services, but also about a whole raft of issues arising in connection
with the miscellaneous sources of income chargeable under Schedule "D" of
Ethiopian income tax laws: royalties, income from games of chance, income
from technical services rendered abroad, and dividends. Since the tax rates
diverge quite considerably, employees and sometimes employers have every
incentive to characterize specific income under one of the lower taxed
miscellaneous sources.

One of the specific contractual commitments which gives rise to possible
conflicts of withholding taxation is payments for the writing of various forms of
academic materials, particularly that of the writing of distance modules. The
controversies over the appropriate withholding tax rates from the payments for
the writing of academic materials took different forms depending on the level of
understanding of the disputing parties involved. Some employees might argue
that these commitments were in the nature of "independent contract of services"
while others might characterize these commitments in the context of transfer of
intellectual property over the materials. For many employees, the complaint is
simply about the high rate of taxation.

The letters to Higher education institutions in Amhara Regional State
(particularly that of Bahr Dar University) probably represent the best example
of how positions shift over the same set of underlying facts on the ground. After
a number of disagreements between university finance employees who tended
to regard payments for the writing of modules as "income from employment"
(thus falling under Schedule "A") and academic employees who asserted that
these payments were not "income from employment," the Universities
organized an ad hoc consortium of legal advisors to mount a challenge to the
practice of regarding payments for the preparation of modules as "income from
employment." The Universities (particularly Bahr Dar) were also concerned



about the negative impact of the withholding tax rates upon the motivation of
staff members to write instructional materials. In any case, the Universities
relayed their legal opinions to the branch office of ERCA (in Bahr Dar). In their
opinions, the Universities argued that these payments were in the nature of
payments for transfer of intellectual property rights (copyrights) over the
instructional materials and should therefore be treated as "royalties" rather than
as "income from employment." This argument of the Universities was able to
sway ERCA at least provisionally as the following letter attests: 65

... iPX nDU ?1 6U4 I-e \A1ibv' N 4Chtffl (h MA?7AP qAaS
h6'nm-1 1fl1.4S? (Mg, kl,7Y1 fl1.6S? 4oyqefl o-P~hC AkjYw. v'q' M77,OJP-g::
9h1'S"ID WP 'PTC 410/96 MN4'l'0 2(3) Tfl, 4 C"7A'/-4 ..*%,... ('Lt-7

hAtn9- ... OIDV_,M4- h?- 4chtffl Xc qff A?a- a)- w-:- ?009(K helf-

07-Nl ka)61 7A£a7,7qa) fWl,6 O MtU3 ?hA fhl (url....

When roughly translated, this reads:

We did not think it was necessary to add to the written opinions
submitted by the legal advisers [of the university] who made a
convincing case for why modules constitute "copyrighted materials."
As Article 2(3) [sic] of Proclamation No. 410/2010 stipulates, works
protected as "copyrighted materials" include books, booklets and
other materials. All works listed in the Proclamation are accorded
copyright protection without any conditions.

Thus... the income the university lecturers derive from the
preparation and writing of modules after signing special contracts
with the University should be treated as income from royalties and
tax withheld in accordance with Article 31 of the Income Tax
Proclamation of 2002 (author's translation).

The opinions of ERCA in the above case did not last for very long as persistent
questions from various universities in different parts of Ethiopia finally forced
ERCA to seek the helping hand of the Ministry of Finance and Economic

65 Ethiopian Revenues Customs Authority, Bahr Dar Branch, Customers Services Business

Process, 08/10/2001 E.C., in Amharic, unpublished



Development and in that proverbial case of curiosity killing the cat, the Ministry
of Finance and Economic Development wrote letters which in effect reversed
the initial hunches of ERCA in the above letter and brought payments for the
writing of modules back to the fold of "income from employment" in many
cases. The following Letter, addressed to Jimma University, is typical of the
current opinion regarding payments for the writing of modules and other
instructional materials in the Universities:

... ? cht-k ,Pcne,4a) W-S?* n,,hcn- 1 S' a qC-?: q hqL ,q-nc

Wk'P 'PC 286/94 M'" 13 W' kP 24 Aa hkO 9 flO'alfl 91fl 'l'PC 78/94 M'N
3 c h'-flc q h4&o%'- h-f-e-HIi4I- avhr'QP gh-f 71 fl'", hwe't'W hawC
9qDWl Xc W9004 /-'-'f C Wtcf hAl , 00"I MWIt hA:: ?- 4Chta)-
Aw-,t'-N ?qD.A 1--1 ?,ath am.l hcifW /tt hw-,t-- ;- ga 1-1 .9C
(loogooc -f-'at-l ?-4- °?'flc -- itf 'f A,+hh qAWIal - o,/(0: W# '/eL °
?a7Anfl4-f0" l a 1--' laA6)h~fb h."/pCqAj: ;66

This reads:

... we have concluded that payments for the writing of modules are
not exempted under Article 13 of the Income Tax Proclamation or
under Article 3 of the Income Tax Regulations issued pursuant to the
Proclamation and are therefore to be aggregated with the monthly
salary of the employees. The University is therefore expected to
compute the tax due after aggregating the payments for the writing
of modules with the monthly salary of employees and deduct and
transmit the tax deducted to the Tax Authorities (translation mine).

The opinion of the Ministry in the quoted Letter did not even attempt to address
the question of whether the payment for the writing of modules was "income
from employment" and took a rather curious position of characterizing the
payments from the angle of whether these payments were "exempted" under the
income tax laws. Having assured itself that these payments were not exempted
under any of the "exemption" provisions of the income tax laws of Ethiopia, the
Ministry took an unwarranted leap in reaching the conclusion that the income
was therefore subject to tax under Schedule "A" of the Ethiopian income tax
laws.

66 Ethiopian Revenues and Customs Authority, Letter written to Jimma University, 24 Megabit

2001 E.C, in Amharic, unpublished



With all due respect to the Ministry, the "exemption" provisions of Ethiopian
income tax laws are a complete non sequiter in this case as none of the parties
claimed that it should be exempted. Even if the conclusion were that payments
for the writing of modules are income from employment, the Ministry should
have analyzed the issue from the relevant provisions of the income tax laws of
Ethiopia that might place these payments under Schedule "A" rather than under
the other schedules of the Ethiopian income tax laws. The Ministry began from
a non-starter - the exemption provisions - and on that account alone, its
position was unwarranted, no matter what we might think about its conclusion.

In another Letter, written to Madda Walabu University, which was cc-ed to
several other universities, the Ministry of Finance and Economic Development
gave the following opinion:

(17(L 01flC Wk 'PT'C 286/2003 M'R' 2(12) h} 6aAh'ti'a A±iaV i-±Wm'a
A-9- shw ?in A7 1-P AAratce ( Inacom a, ProC l AMai No.: :

286/2003 (sc) thmeanin give to "empoyee does- not ov ajq

0- 9DOO.-T Nh.W*: (qDY ) 71"/ki O- C4 wat ffihg9-1 a-CV 01flm; AahhgD,"

undero (a -sp-ecqic0- coQntat,;t v i c-cic s e ae, h swt

proams, pqacicum ok fj%~DA-A-oc medca * stdntsm t part-t

Acnul h orhk- and other-- a A art-tim y.e- te nc of
7W. (laBq, nc ?-fT7Y 7. a)- kQA A,*AgD:: VtfgD 1jn 4cht-ba wet,-*:
ffi Ctf-/ a)-AT -fMathh, M?A-1Aor:2 M'/,,a6, tna) h-ftq- h?- 4Ch-ffl- Xc
OqTC a)-A '~ (laotr - W/,/T- 71 faBqcnC ?t-/7 wa::

Translated, this reads:

As shown in Article 2(12) of Income Tax Proclamation No.

286/2003 (sic), the meaning given to "employee" does not cover a
"contractor." Thus, if employees of other organizations are engaged
under a specific contract to provide specific se seuch as writing
instructional materials (modules), part-time work for summer
programs, practicum work for medical students, part-time
consultancy work and other types of part-time work, the income of
these employees may not be considered as arising from employment.
If full-time employees of universities are, however, engaged to
provide similar services, their payments for these services shall be

considered as arising from employment as they are already engaged
as employees of the universities (translation mine).

The letter written to Madda Walabu University repeats the familiar line of the
tax authorities in these kinds of arguments. If you are a full-time employee,



every other relationship with your employer is defined by your status as a full-
time employee. If you are a part-timer, the nature of the relationship is of no
consequence. Your status as a part-timer defines you as a contractor as long as
your engagement is one of provision of specific services. Although the Letter to
Madda Walabu mentioned Article 2(12) of the Income Tax Proclamation, it,
like many of the Letters written over the years, ended up setting aside the
element of "direction and control" and turned the question of withholding on the
prior relationship and status of the service provider with the employer.

The artificiality of the guidance provided by the Letter can be very cleverly set
aside by a strategy in which universities have the modules written by outside
staff while their full-time staff prepare modules for other universities. Like all
artificial interpretations, this kind of guidance is a recipe for easy avoidance of
the punitive tax rates of the Ethiopian income tax system under Schedule "A" in
particular. It is also easy to note the difference between the letter written to
Jimma University and the letter written to Madda Walabu University. The
Letter written to Jimma University does not make any distinction between full-
time and part-time module preparers while the one written to Madda Walabu
makes the distinction between full-timers and part-timers. Thus, if a part-timer
prepares modules for Jimma, her payments are taxed under Schedule "A"
whereas a part-timer who prepares modules for Madda Walabu and other
universities (to which the letter is copied) will be subject to 2% withholding.

5.4. Income from Employment vs. Income from other sources: the
Less Common Cases of Conflict

We have reviewed the most common incidents of conflicts, but as the
relationships between employees and employers are complex and intricate, so
are some of the forms of income flows from employers to employees. The
relationships between employers and employees cannot be reduced to the
simple matrix of employment relationships, although that often forms the basis
of their relationship. The relationships between employees and employers may
at times be found in concurrence with the personal relationships of husbands
and wives, of fathers and sons, mothers and daughters, debtors and creditors,
shareholders and companies, writers and publishers, donors and donees, and so
on.



Sometimes, these other relationships are so closely intertwined with the
employment relationships that it is by no means clear whether the benefits
flowing therefrom are income from employment or from the other relationships.
In a schedular income tax system of Ethiopia, these questions are not cerebral
jigsaw puzzles but real life questions that require careful consideration of all the
elements surrounding each of these relationships and their bearings upon an
employment relationship. They sometimes constitute the difference of paying
taxes or not paying taxes or paying taxes at lower tax rates if we succeed in
characterizing the income as flowing from other relationships. They also open
up tremendous opportunities for tax planning by those sophisticated enough to
understand the tax implications and thus to structure their relationships in ways
that at times eliminate or at least reduce their tax liabilities.

How much these other relationships are mingled or intermixed with
employment relationships in practice requires additional researches, but let's
point out some specific cases in which the boundaries might, at least at first
sight, be blurred for tax purposes.

One possibility or incident for conflict is between income from "employment"
and income from "interest." Many employees are known to have organized
credit unions which serve as saving financial institutions for the benefit of
employees. As taxes are withheld from salaries and wages of employees, a
certain amount is withheld monthly from the salaries of employees, which are
then placed under the administration of employers for investment and provision
of credit facilities to employee members of the credit unions. Employees are
paid interest (at least interest accrues in favor of employees) and dividends
every year from the saving funds of the credit unions. Some employers are
known to borrow from the saving funds in return for the payment of interest.

One of the rare instances in which this kind of dispute found its way to courts
involved the payment of interest by an employer on a provident fund. In Shell
Ethiopia vs. Inland Revenue Administration, cited above,67 Shell Ethiopia
Ltd (the predecessor of Oil Libya) entered into a collective agreement in which
the Trade Union in Shell Ethiopia allowed the Company to use (in effect lent)

67 See Shell Ethiopia Ltd. v. Inland Revenue Administration, supra note 43



provident funds held in the name and on behalf of workers in return for the
payment of interest at the rate of 7%. The then Tax Authority - Inland Revenue
Administration (IRA) thought that Shell Ethiopia should have withheld the tax
due on the interest paid for the use of the provident funds in the name of
employees. Shell Ethiopia protested that it had no obligation to withhold tax on
the interest, arguing that the interest was not income from employment but from
interest, which was not taxable.

The Tax Appeal Commission at the time decided in favor of the Tax Authority
and ruled that Shell Ethiopia Ltd was required to withhold tax on the interest,
and this was confirmed by the then High Court. The case finally went on appeal
to the Supreme Court, which reversed the decisions of both the Tax Appeal
Commission and the High Court. The reasoning of the Supreme Court was that
the payment constituted an interest and not an income from employment and
therefore did not give rise to the obligation of the employer (Shell Ethiopia Ltd.)
to withhold tax under Schedule "A". The Tax Appeal Commission and the High
Court at the time considered the coincidence of the employment relationship as
determinative of the nature of the income as arising from that of "employment"
while the Supreme Court at the time quite sensibly thought the "employment
relationship" was not the source of the income; the source of the income being
the creditor-debtor relationship established between employees as a group and
their employer giving rising to "interest."

The Shell Ethiopia case illustrates that disputes regarding income from
employment or payments in the context of employment may raise questions as
to whether in specific cases employers have the duty to withhold income taxes,
or if they have to withhold income taxes, under which of the schedules, and
sometimes if they have any obligation to withhold income taxes at all. Due to
innovations in employment and industrial relationships, the situation is even
going to get more complicated in the future.

In many parts of the world, and perhaps increasingly so in Ethiopia, many
employees obtain benefits which are difficult to characterize as income solely
from employment. The famous John Lewis model in England, for example, runs
on the philosophy of full employee participation as board directors, managers



and shareholders of a business enterprise.68 Employees of these types of

companies obtain income from two principal streams, both of which are closely

related: salaries or wages, and dividends. Employees may also be invited to

purchase shares at less than market value or be guaranteed a repurchase of the

shares at a certain fixed price even though the price of the shares has fallen in

the market. 
69

In Ethiopian context, the conflict over "income from employment" vs. "income

from dividends" arises frequently with respect to payments to corporate

directors. 70 Some public companies have provisions for the payment of 10% of

the profits of a company to corporate directors as an incentive and

compensation for the latter's services.71 These payments have divided opinions

within the tax authorities.72 Some are of the opinion that these payments should

be characterized as "income from employment" and be subject to income tax

withholding under Schedule "A" of Ethiopian income tax laws, while others

have argued that these payments are in the nature of "dividends" as they are
",73payments from the "net profits of the company.

It has been reported that many companies and corporate directors are reluctant

to pay income tax under Schedule "A" (for obvious reasons of the higher

marginal tax rates under Schedule "A") and have only shown willingness to pay

the 10% dividend withholding tax.74 The tax authorities have blamed the

problem on the lack of clarity and of details in the Ethiopian income tax laws. 5

68 See Keith Bradley and Saul Estrin, "Profit Sharing in the British Retail Trade Sectors: The

Relative Performance of John Lewis Partnership," The Journal of Industrial Economics, Vol.
XL, September 1992, pp. 291-3004
69 See Abimbola A. Olowofoyeku, James Kirk Bride and Deborah Butler, Revenue Law:

Principles and Practice (3 edition, 2003), Liverpool Academic Press, pp. 107-108
70 See ht4W',(AZl N K h lo% h AU"1 qA-904 h,,-k oY, X+Y?'- hA'pQTWf ?'qPfl 6?AQ 'C:'.

OILU'Y 2003 .?. YeP';--. see also Revision Proposals of the Large Tax Taxpayers' Branch
Office, ERCA, Addis Ababa, 2004 E.C., in Amharic, unpublished
71 Companies are allowed under the Commercial Code of Ethiopia (1960) to allocate a fixed
annual remuneration and a specified share in the net profits of financial year, which may not in
any event exceed 10% of the net profits; see Commercial Code of Ethiopia (1960), Article 353
72 Revision Proposals of the Large Tax Taxpayers' Branch Office, supra note 70
73 Ibid
74 Ibid
75 Ibid



Unless the boundaries are defined properly through detailed rules, the
incidences for tax planning and abuse can be numerous.

5.5. Withholding Practices: Case Studies of Three Higher Education
Institutions

In view of the divergent interpretations sampled above, divergent practices of
withholding taxation in various organizations and institutions are to be
expected. In any case, three higher education institutions in Addis Ababa have
been selected for purposes of comparing how similar payments to employees
and part-time employees are treated for tax purposes. Two of them are public
institutions while one is a private higher education institution. The names of the
three higher education institutions are withheld and represented instead as
PuB1, Pub2 and PrV1. Some of the most common forms of payments to
employees of higher education institutions are used for purposes of comparing
how these institutions withhold taxes upon the various payments to employees
and independent contractors. It must be noted at the outset, however, that some
of these institutions might have changed their practices in some respects after
the interviews were conducted. Some of the institutions have been known to
shift from 2% withholding tax under Schedule "C" to withholding under
Schedule "A" or vice versa after receiving guidance letters from the authorities.

Table 1.2: Comparison of Withholding Practices on Sample Payments in
Three Higher Education Institutions of Addis Ababa (valid up to March,
2012)

Services for
No which Payments Full time Employee Part-time Employee

are Made
PuB 1 Pub2 PrV PuB 1 Pub2 PrV

I Day-time teaching Schedule Schedule Schedule Schedule 2% Schedule
(regular) "A ' '76  "A' '"A' 'A" withholding "A"

76 Institutions that treat payments as falling under Schedule "A" often follow the rules of

aggregation in the Income Tax Proclamation; if the employee is a full-timer, the institution
aggregates the income from special contracts with her full-time salary; if the employee is a part-
timer, the institution may require the employee to bring a certificate of employment and salary
from her full-time employer for purposes of aggregation; some of the institutions have been
known to have insisted on their part-time "employees" producing a certificate of employment or
else...



2 Part-time Schedule Schedule Schedule Schedule 2% Schedule

(extension) "A" "A" "A" "A" withholding "A"

3 Provisions of Schedule Honorari 2% Schedule Honorarium 2%

short term training "A" um (paid "A" (tax free) (Schedule

net of "C")

tax)
77

4 Presentation of Schedule Honorari 2% Schedule Honorarium 2%

conference papers "A" um (tax "A" (tax free)

free)

5 Advising/invigilat Honorari Honorari 2% Honorari Honorarium 2%

ion/examination um (paid um (tax um (paid (tax free)
boards net but free net but

tax paid tax paid

by PuB 1) by Pub 1)

6 Consultancy Schedule 2% 2% Schedule 2% 2%

services "A" withholdi "A" withholding

ng

7 Translation Schedule 2% 2% Schedule 2% 2%

services "A" withholdi "A" withholding

ng

8 Editorial Schedule 5% 2% Schedule 5% royalties 2%

services78  "A" royalties "A" tax

tax

9 Assessment of Schedule Honorari 2% Schedule Honorarium 2%

research "A" um (tax "A" (tax free)

papers/scholarly free0

articles

10 Preparation of Schedule 5% 2% Schedule 5% royalties 2%

modules79  "A" royalties "A" tax

tax

11 Writing Books Honorari 5% 5%(royal Honorari 5% royalties 5%

ums royalties ties) ums tax (royalties

(paid net tax (paid net tax)

but PuB I but PuB I

reportedl pays tax)

y pays

tax)

77 Merriam Webster's Dictionary describes "honorarium" as "a payment usu. for services on
which custom or propriety forbids a price to be set;" see Webster's Ninth New Collegiate
Dictionary, 1984
78 PuB I finance staff may apply 5% under special advisements
79 PuB 1 finance staff may deduct 5% royalties tax under advisement
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Source: this table is a summary of interviews conducted with the finance
staff of the respective higher education institutions in Addis Ababa

It can be seen from the table above that PuB 1 is the harshest or the most faithful

withholder of taxes (depending on who is looking at these practices). The rule in

PuB 1 is to treat virtually every payments made for provisions of services as a

payment to employees - subject to the rules of withholding of income tax under

Schedule "A." The only situation in which PuB 1 appears to concede a ground is

when it pays what it calls "honorariums," which according to PuB l's internal
"rules" are to be paid net of tax. But even then, it is only because PuB1

ostensibly agreed to bear the tax on behalf of the recipients that the latter do not

see the tax withheld - which means that the gross payment in case of

honorariums is far higher than the net payments because the taxes are concealed

from the recipients.

On the contrary, PuB2 appears to have the most lenient rules of withholding

particularly as against part-time providers of services. Except in the case of day-

time and extension teaching duties, PuB2 treats most of the payments for

specific services as either services of independent contracts (subject to 2%), or

as honorariums (tax free as far as the recipients are concerned) or sometimes as

royalties for preparation of modules and books (5% final tax). The rules for

honorariums in PuB2 are based on its own internal rules of payments which

privileged a number of payments as honorariums (e.g. payments for short term

training, conference papers, and advising).

The private higher education institution identified as PrV shares many features
of PuB2. But there are some differences. PrV does not seem to have what PuB 1

and PuB2 call "honorariums." PrV appears to construe payments for

publications more narrowly than PuB2 in that PrV treats payments for

publications as "royalties" only when the writing contributions are published.

That is why writing contributions in the form of modules, which are not

published, are not eligible for "royalties," while contributions in publishable

journals or books of PrV are eligible as "royalties" and therefore subject to 5%
final withholding tax. PrV treats writing contributions for unpublished

manuscripts and monographs as independent contract services and withholds

2% tax from payments made in consideration of these services.



It is quite evident that the three higher education institutions diverge quite
significantly even on payments that are virtually identical on factual grounds.
The paradoxical situation of it is that part-timers who teach the same courses,
the same number of students and of hours are treated as employees in PuB 1 and
PrV and independent contractors in PuB2. By the same token, individuals who
write modules for PuB 1, PuB2, and PrV, respectively, are subject to income tax
under Schedule "A" (the income is aggregated with their regular employment
income), under Schedule "D" (royalties, 5%), and Schedule "C" (2%
withholding). If a writer of a module in PuB 1 has a regular salary above 5000
(the top marginal income bracket), the writer's salary is already in the 35%
marginal tax rate range, which means that a writer of modules in PuB 1 will be
subject to 35% tax rate for all of the payments received for the writing of
modules. Even if we assume that the 2% withholding under Schedule "C" is not
a final tax, the differences among the three institutions for identical payments
are quite astonishing.

6. What is to be Done? Some Modest and Some Not-so-Modest
Proposals

It is clear from the analyses above that none of the laws in this regard (the
Proclamation, Directive, Circular Letter and the private letters) have provided
clear set of solutions to resolve the disputes arising in connection with the
withholding of taxes on employee payments. The Proclamation employs a very
subjective and difficult to pin-down criteria: whether employer exercises
"direction and control" over an employee. The Proclamation does not provide
details on indicators or signposts of "direction and control," virtually leaving it
up to the withholding agents to determine whether there is employment based
on the facts and circumstances of each case. This state of affairs is largely
responsible for all the arbitrary and whimsical decision-makings that
characterize withholding taxes in various institutions, most notably in the higher
education institutions in Ethiopia.

While one would have expected the subsidiary pieces of tax legislation to
provide details on matters of "direction and control," all the subsidiary pieces of
legislation have gone on a path that was not anticipated by a more exacting and
substantive language of the Proclamation. The subsidiary pieces of legislation -



the Regulations, the Directives and the Circular Letters as well as private letters
- essentially sought to resolve the problems by applying "easy" parameters that
are not necessarily consistent with the spirit and language of the Income Tax
Proclamation. The Directives and Circular Letters have drawn the boundaries
based on arbitrary indicators like "whether the person providing the specific
service is a full-time employee or a part-timer" or "whether the service involved
is a specific service or a continuous one," and "whether a person providing
specific services possesses a TIN and sometimes a business license." These
indicators or guideposts are easy to apply but, as we have seen in this article,
they have led to some arbitrary conclusions regarding tax burdens. 80

In view of the cacophony of instructions issued by the tax authorities over the
years, it is really not surprising that various institutions have followed wildly
divergent practices on withholding of taxes. Combined with the subjectivism
that dominates the practice of withholding taxation, the conflicting signals
coming from the tax authorities have only worsened the situation on the ground,
resulting in the violation of both principles of horizontal and vertical equity. If
the Ethiopian income tax system is to restore some modicum of fairness to the
administration of withholding taxation, those in charge of Ethiopian tax
administration must realize that there is a need for fundamental change to the
way withholding taxation is conceived and administered on the ground. The
discriminatory treatments of similar types of payments in various institutions
should provide pause for rethinking about the laws and the practice in this
regard. We propose three major solutions, which can be implemented in three
phases.

6.1. The First Proposal: Provide Uniform Guidance on Elements of
"direction and control"

The simple and obvious solution is of course to clarify the element of "direction
and control" through subsidiary pieces of legislation. It is important to provide
details about instances in which "direction and control" are said to exist (the
facts and circumstances of control and direction), and provide for as many

so It will be interesting for economists to study the efficiency cost of taxation in these instances;

it does not require much research to state that these discrepant practices discourage undertaking
certain kinds of work



examples as can be imagined so that the current disturbing discretionary powers
of withholding agents are cut down considerably. The Directives and Circular
Letters that have surfaced so far have essentially adopted simple parameters that
have ended up practically in setting aside the basic requirement in the Income
Tax Proclamation, that is, "direction and control".

The Directives and Circular Letters have continued to be operational not
because they are consistent with the language and spirit of the Income Tax
Proclamation but because it is not customary to challenge directives and circular
letters when they are found to be inconsistent with higher ranked laws and it is
even less customary for courts to overturn directives and circular letters on
grounds of contravening the mandatory provisions of higher-ranked laws.

It is not snobbish to claim that the solutions in this regard are only a click away.
Many other income tax systems have struggled with the same set of issues on
the question of what types of income should be characterized as "income from
employment" and what types should not. The Courts in the United States have
developed a number of tests to distinguish cases of employment from cases of
"independent contract of services" and the Internal Revenue Service (IRS, the
equivalent of ERCA in Ethiopia) has thoroughly simplified the work of
withholding agents by culling what are known as 20-factor tests from a number
of relevant court decisions. The courts in the UK have similarly attempted to
provide black letter tests for the convenience of withholding agents.82 The
settings in Ethiopia might be much different from the UK and the United States,
but the facts and circumstances of employment in Ethiopia are much simpler
than that of the UK and the United States.

Apart from individual countries, Model Tax Conventions and Commentaries
have also summarized the "essential" facts of "employment" from the
experience of a number of countries.83 The doctrine of "substance over form,"
as elaborated in these Conventions and Commentaries, can also be an

81 IRS Publication 15- A (2012); see also Myra H. Barron, "Who's an Independent Contractor?

Who's an Employee?" 14 Labor Lawyer 457 (1999)
U2 Olowofoyeku et al, supra note 69, pp. 81-85; see also John Tiley, supra note 1, pp. 219-220

83 See United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, UN Double Taxation

Convention between Developed and Developing Countries, United Nations, New York, 2011, p.
246



instructive source of inspiration for Ethiopian tax administration.84 It is
incumbent upon the Ethiopian tax administration to develop however many tests
it deems appropriate to help employers distinguish cases of employment from
other relationships based on the comparative experience of mature income tax
systems.

Uniform standards do not guarantee consistency of the standards with the
general standard laid down in the Income Tax Proclamation. The tax authorities
are not impartial bodies for developing standards that are fair to all parties
involved. It is difficult to tell if the tax authorities were not motivated by
considerations of revenue in turning out many of the so-called "guidance
letters" to numberless withholding agents in the past.

The process of establishing uniform standards must therefore be supplemented
and controlled by the intercession of courts. Employees, just like business
persons, should be able to challenge withholding taxes and take both
withholding agents and the tax authorities to courts. The threat of court
challenge alone has tremendous impact upon the behavior of both withholding
agents and tax authorities. Knowing that the person from whose income
withholding taxes are deducted can challenge them before courts, withholding
agents and tax authorities will no longer take the process as cavalierly as they
used to and make all sorts of arbitrary decisions in withholding taxes.

6.2. The Second Proposal: a Flat Withholding Tax on Additional
Income of Employees

The root of the controversies on withholding taxes can be traced to the structural
defects of the Ethiopian income tax system. The income tax brackets and rates
of the Ethiopian income tax system may appear uniform, but these apparent
uniformities have not removed some of the structural discriminations inherent in
the administration of schedular income taxation in Ethiopia. There are still huge
differences in tax burdens between income falling under Schedule "A" and
income falling under the other schedules. When employees demand the 2%
withholding tax instead of aggregation under Schedule "A," they are not just
making scenes to score academic points. Most employees (unaided by subtle

14 See ibid



knowledge of tax laws) know that there is a huge difference between a 2%
withholding tax (which is for many practical reasons almost final) and an
aggregation under Schedule "A" (which for many academic employees means a
35% withholding from the payment for specific work due to the low income
thresholds). Just as it does not take to be a physician to feel the pain of an
ailment, it does not really take any special knowledge of tax law to feel the
pinch of withholding under higher rates of taxation.

While the eventual solution to this problem is to be found in the overhaul of the
schedular income tax system of Ethiopia, solutions short of the overhaul must
be found. Many will agree that employees already pay a lot in income taxes, and
certainly compared to other income earners (lessors, traders, shareholders, etc),
employees are some of the most productive and effective sources of revenue for
the governments of Ethiopia.

Until some parity is established in tax burden distributions among various
categories of income earners (employees, lessors, professionals and traders,
shareholders, etc), it is important to provide a solution that phases out when the
income tax system is thoroughly reformed. One solution is to design a flat tax
rate (under Schedule "D") for income from specific and additional services by
part-time as well as full-time employees. This solution will cut down the
administrative cost of characterizing income as either from employment or self-
employment. It will also remove the temptation for characterizing these types of
income as income from self-employment, thereby making the work of
withholding-agents considerably easier. More importantly, it will remove the
main reason why employers as well as employees fight over the characterization
of income. Finally, it will restore some modicum of fairness to the existing
income tax system as it applies to employees -part-time as well as full-time.

6.3. The Third Proposal: Structural Overhaul of the Schedular
Income Tax System of Ethiopia

The third solution is a long term one, which can only be mentioned in passing
here: making sources of income irrelevant for income tax purposes in



Ethiopia.8 5 The root cause of most controversies regarding the appropriate
withholding taxes in Ethiopia is the schedular income tax structure of Ethiopia,
which takes the source as the ultimate decider of tax burdens in many instances.
There are enormous differences in tax burdens between aggregation under
Schedule "A", and withholding taxes under Schedule "C" (the 2% withholding
tax) and Schedule "D" (the 5% royalty tax) or Schedule "D" (10% dividend
taxation). Many employees are instinctively aware of these enormous
differences and naturally try to persuade the withholding agents to deduct the
2% tax or the 5% tax, as the case may be. Those employees who can afford to
forego the extra income derived from intermittent services simply swear never
to undertake those extra duties. Others may be willing to grind the routine out
regardless of the tax burden, but they are probably not showing as much
enthusiasm in their extra work.

The structural overhaul of the schedular income tax structure of Ethiopia can
take many forms and it will take another research of its own to go into details of
that nature. But it can be suggested in passing that Ethiopia either i) revise its
income tax laws within the framework of the schedular income tax structure in
such a way that the burdens among the various sources of income are at least
comparable, if not outright equal; or ii) introduce a flat income tax system like
many Eastern European countries so that all sources of income are subject to the
same flat tax rate regardless of the source of income. 86

7. Concluding Remarks

The scope of the various schedules of Ethiopian income tax is a source of
controversy in many places. Since Ethiopian income tax bases income tax
liability exclusively upon the source (expressed mostly in schedules), this
structure of Ethiopian income tax is not only a source of disputes in various
places but also of huge tax planning opportunities by those having the resources
to detect and manipulate the loopholes of Ethiopia's income tax laws. This
article has attempted to highlight the extent of the problems by reference to one

85 How long this is going to take depends on how quickly tax reforms are pushed through; going

by how easily the Value Added Tax was introduced in 2002, that time might be sooner than we
think.
86 For the insights on the flat tax model, see OECD, Fundamental Reform of Personal Income

Tax (2006), OECD Tax Policy Studies, No. 13, Paris
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of the sources of income subject to withholding taxation in Ethiopia: income
from employment under Schedule "A".

It is easy to see why the taxation of this source and related incomes can become
a source of controversy in various working places. Employees wear "many
hats" like other members of society. Employees may be lessors, traders,
licensed professionals, writers and/or inventors, shareholders, savers/depositors,
property owners, etc. The current income tax structure of Ethiopia is such that
employees pay multiple but separate individual income taxes when they
generate income from their multiple activities. Apart from the withholding
income tax under Schedule "A," an employee who rents her house pays an
income tax under Schedule B, who is engaged in business pays tax under
Schedule "C," who publishes a book and derives royalties, under Schedule "D,"
obtains dividends from shares in companies under Schedule "D", earns interest
from bank deposits under Schedule "D," etc. None of these "income" taxes are
related with one another although the person who derives these various types of
"income" is one.

The various disputes that arise in connection with the appropriate withholding
taxes on supplementary forms of income in the context of employment arise
from this basic structure of the Ethiopian income tax system. The differences in
tax burdens at times are so huge that employees and employers (through their
agents) frequently disagree over the characterization of the source of income.
The withholding practices have also become a source of outrageous
discriminatory treatments of the same forms of payments in various places.
Employees who have been subject to less onerous tax rates have been more than
pleased to be treated as such while employees who have been subject to heavier
burdens of tax on their supplementary income are observed complaining about
the impact of the tax upon their work ethic and their desire to assume extra
work.

Apart from design issues, which, as seen in this article, are considerable, it is
important to appreciate the nature of the problems involved and the professional
background and training of those tasked with withholding taxes on a daily (or
monthly) basis. The technical language of the Income Tax Proclamation is
intelligible (if at all) only to those having adequate training in law, particularly



tax and employment law. The irony of the whole process of withholding
taxation in Ethiopia is that actual decisions are made by agents who are least
qualified to decide cases where "direction and control" are said to exist and
cases where these are said not to exist. Since it is not customary to seek legal
opinions until late after disputes reach courts, it is likely that most withholding
agents decide these cases without bothering about the legal implications of their
decisions. The withholding agents are moved to seek the opinions of the tax
authorities largely on the instigations of the persons from whose income tax is
withheld, and as many of the queries show, the authorities are drawn into these
questions largely because many withholding agents (ill-trained as they are in
matters of the law) are completely unaware of the requirements of the Income
Tax Proclamation or uncertain about the taxes that should be withheld on so
many different types of payments made in the context of employment. The only
surprise has been that the authorities have chosen a more difficult path of
responding to individual queries as they arise rather than providing guidance in
all matters pertaining to withholding on income from employment and other
related incomes.

It is quite clear that these questions will be with us for as long as the structure of
income taxation lacks neutrality with respect to the sources of income taxation.
Until design issues are resolved as to make sources of income irrelevant for tax
purposes in Ethiopia, it is important to provide withholding agents with detailed
guidelines either through directives or advance rulings so that the agents will
have little discretion in making judgments about what withholding tax rates are
appropriate in specific situations. It is impossible to anticipate all sorts of
payments that are made in various working places, but it is quite possible to
cover most of them in the guidelines. It is quite possible to reduce the number of
discretionary and arbitrary decisions that are made in this regard, decisions that
have been based not on the substance of the services performed or the overall
relationships of the parties but on some arbitrary factors like whether the work
is full-time or part-time. The tax authorities have avoided the substance of the
contractual relationships and opted for the formal aspects of contracts (such as
the status of the employee as a part-timer or full-timer). This cavalier approach
to the question will not do. Instead of writing letters for withholding agents as
the queries pour in, the tax authorities should approach the problem with utmost



seriousness, conduct research and provide guidance that puts many (if not all) of

the questions to rest.

In this regard, it is incumbent upon the tax authorities to ensure that their

guidelines are consistent with the language and spirit of the Income Tax

Proclamation. Simple or easy-to-follow guidelines need not and should not set

aside the meaning of "employment" vis-d-vis "independent contract" as set

down in the Income Tax Proclamation. If you don't like the law, the right

approach is not to breach it, but conduct yourself in accordance with its dictates.

If you don't like to conduct yourself in accordance with its dictates, the right

approach is not to write the law yourself, but to have it written by those

empowered to make laws, in this case, the House of Peoples' Representatives.




